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PREFACE

Thi_s4k.O.debook was designed'to familiarize eduction.

teachers, developerss counselors, administrat:or:---wir_n-severa1 concepts of

mOtivaticm, and methods of measuring them. -Jnf:r J.unazely, ttle-is-na such

thing as i single.concept or entity that we :an call notivatinn. We can

usually recognize motivated'peoplewhenwe se taem, buewe dc not have

simple, s_:raig:':forward explanations of how to p7oducaintivated behavior.

Prenant17-there are several concepts tat explain different aspects

Of motivat --,r1.. Some are more comprehenSve than others, and some overlap

to

)
a degree. .E.--..ut each. cont..-ibutes to a ful__ understanding of the dynamics.

1j
. .

,:f motivaIL..-.- We have include._ s___ concepts, or approaches, that are...
. f

partioUla A.evant to prIerE ar-._ing motivation in education. Each

caariter c: . guidebdok:provis a brief c=nlanatp. of the concept, .à 1

.
\. ,,,,_

:

a-ry 0 cipies, and some -1gestions for applying this knotledge,

as' well as __zriDtlons of sele:_,;__-_ Al measurement instrumenzs. These were

elected o- :_asis of .their a _liability an&applicabiLity in an educa-

tional zontant The authors may e,pontacted for further information or

assistance n toting measureme: instruments.

would to express oTr sincere gratitude to the ERIC Clearing-

souse Inform. :-On Resources their support, and particularly to'

Barbara Minor fc her willing a-d expert assistance.

4ohn H. Keller
-'Byracuse University
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q)TIVATION IN SCHOOL:

CTITIONER'S GUIDE TO CONCEPTS,ANDMEASURES

INTRODUCTION

.4/

.

guidebook wa,=. --epared as an answer to the question, "Can you

recQmm-=ad a measure o: mcAvation for me to use ?" This question is

.g'
frequ, ay askedby other instructional tdthnologists, teachers,

lum ci.,-loners, and assorted, educaeional consUltants, and this gUides.has'i.
J 4

been pr pr pared with this audience inlpind. We have tried to accomplish

sev not a1 of which areindicated by the title.

Yr._s c.ocument is intended to help praktitioneis understand the

cone 2p: motivatio: -Ind its influence, as well as its measurement in

Understanding motivation is 'just as much a conceptual

dil -rma s it is a measurement problem. It is conceptual in that the

N
ter7 c ...v-ation, ha been used in suthan.allncompaSsing manner by

-::,

educatcrt7.- as to r n to all of the aftective component of'-personality
-e%

4-- .;
..

and envi qment influence effort as opposed-to ability. There is

a.relati7rely'stable constrUct called ability, or intelligencq, that
I

serves as a seasonably good predictor of performance. There ate various

measures of ability that are correlated with each other, which suggests

that they may be measures of the same thing. Furthermore, the constrict
I

called general ability can be analyzed into fairly stable traits that
,

represent different twig's of abilities (e.g., cattel, 1971; Cronbach ISt

Snow, 1976; Guilford, 1967).

We are not so fortVnate when it_comes to motivation. The traditional

nature-nurture argument in psychology still produces,. not aifferent

.4 -
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explanations for a stable construct-as in the area of ability studies,

but substantively different explanatory theories. On the.one hand,

there are environmental theories based on conditioning principles and

physiologically-based drives (e.g., Hull, 1943; Skinner, 1953). On the

other hand, there-are the humanistic theories that postulate a funda-

mentally.free-will at the root of motivation (Rogers, 1951). -The..
.

position taken by the present authors is that of social learning theory

which assumes that motivation and behavior,are ehe result of interactions

between a person and tle envirdnment.. This work follows in the tradition

of Tolman (1949), Lewin: (1935), and a host of recent and current

researchers who have workedon specific aspects and extensions of it.

\ .

An excelliant recent- review of these socialtheories of motivation is

that of deCharms\(1978). Although it is too brief to stand alone as an

introductory reading, it covers the relevant topics and has referenCes

to 'more extensive readings.

Within the ge4era1 context of soeial learning theory; the motive-
.

tiona l theory that has guided the oiganization.and content of this docu-

ment Is known as expectancyva/ue'theor4. This theory assumes' that

effort, or movement towa61 a goal, dsthe result of two factors. The

first is the motive, need, our valued-end (Feather, f975) toward which

behavior is 'directed. This assumes that human behavior tends to be

.purposeful and goal directed. The second-factor is expectancy for

.success. The greater the likelih6od that a person perceives succesf to

be possible, the stronger the effort that is illkelY to bee exerted. Note

that we are not referring to the actual probability of success, but to

the subjective probability, or personal conviction, that success is

.possible. Motivation is the combine.result.of the personal value

at
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attached tothe attainment of a given goal an4 theperceived likelihood-
. .-

, of achieving it. ,Thus moti tiOn results in effort beim. exerted toward

the accomplishment of the al: Eventual success or failure_will-depend
.

upon a combination of motivation and other factors including personal

ability and opl'ortunity.

Accordingly, two major parts of this document cover need fof
GO .

,
. /4'

'
-.--

. ,
, (

achievement, one othemajor motives that has beeft studied,inAgionjuqc7
. .

tion with academic performance, and locus of control, one of the major

approaches to un4derstanding subjective expect4iRcies for success or
. C

! * 4. ,

`faillUre. If, however, the problem in understanding motivation could
,

. - .

, A
have-been,subsumed in two such neat categories, the problem 'wbuld have

-

been simple. There are other factdrs in motivation of sufficient

importance to warrant separate ttention.

There ?re undoub dly differences-among papple in terms of-their

general level of curiosity and information'seeki g behaviors. Whether '

. . ,

4, 1

these characteristics can be subsumed under the general category Jof

, .

motives or-needs in outr expectancy-value theory is li theo ;etical1 issue

orsome concern. Regardless of the eventual outcome.of that concern,

curiosity is a motivational charactbristic of suff.i.cient practical

interest to educgtora to deserve inclusion as a special topic..
,

I
4.-

Another area of major .concern. is anxiety. (A certain amOtint of
e

...,
,, A

anxiety seems.to facilitate motivation; it heightens our sdnses And

Makes us more responSive to our' environment. Howeirer, almost everyone in

.

education has probably experienced the effectsorl f debilitating anxiety, We

have seen people,in whom the fear of failure so inhibits the effective

use Of their capabilities that fear itself becomes root of a-self-

fulfilling prophecy. ereforqlla'secticn-bn,tbis brsically debilitating

influence on motivation is included.

ti

/
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In each of the previously descr' edsections of this document and

1
in a section on measures of .general academic motivation, background

information on the concept, a)d a summary of-the-currentstate of know-
,---

.
kedge about-if and what the practitioner can do about it;are provided.

; Q'
,

..

Also Included are brief descriptions of related measurement instruments
- .

which were sele tediOn thejJasis.of th
. .

1..:1
metric qualit

v

, . .

atiteria iver notmet by a particular instrument, e.g., a description
1 4 t

of the-Themat Apperceptio Test is incliided in the section on achieve-

r ready availability, psycho-$

cSaand ease. f use. In some cases one or more of these

'meat mOtivati This is, riot an easy test to use, ,but the test itself

was acentral part of the d9velopment and application of this concept.
..e

An understanding of this test helps, considerably in understanding the

concept.

An effort has been made to summarize reli'd ility, coe

-validationalevidence'wherever possible.. They will assis

.. ,,

who are fami0_iar with these'indicatprs of the quality of a measuJ\ :
4

A

1.

Arlene who tries to measure htman eHaracteristiCs should obtain at least
a ,..v , .

I
an elementary understanding of reliability in validity. An excellent

,) f.
readable source is Anastasi (l97i). 1 ,

Relfability refers the, stability ora test. If a pei'son'.s%
. . i

attitudes or psychological orien remain unchanged,)then that
. ,

person should,obtain essentially the same rank whencretested on the

.1)
same measure. 74the exfent.that the .test has ambiguougly worded items

, . A 1)'

or is ihfluehcid by,,Qhsitory slatdekmind, the test ;ill be unstable;
.0

%

andtheperson's.score will fluctuate. The higher therdliability
. - ./ 1(...* 4

,

-.gpa4icient--it usually ranges''between 0.0 and 1.00--thetgreater tke

stabilitk CoefficientS4n.ekcess of approximately-.65 are usually

4. 4 .1 2,
0
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adequate fir most research purposes, but not for individual counselling

Aiurposes. The re44er Should_have special training or be thoroughly
.

familiar with the issues covered by such experts Us Anastasi (106) or

Meehl (1954, 1957) before attempting to inteNpret an individual
+4,

behavior on the basis of a single psychological test.

Validity refers to the degree to which an instrument measures what

some person says it measures. Scores on the instrument should be* Corte-

lated with'scores.obtained from other

-thing
'
and they should be uncorelated with scores from instruments not

A ,

'designed to measure the same thing. We kintw Of no: perfectly

instruments
*
that measure,the same

or valid measures, and, consequently, we have included some measures

with qualificativs.whei0hey,I.seemed to have other redeeming 'character-
,

istics. Recent teiews,df_theasureS of motivation that contain more

psychometric information are Clarke (1973), Fineman (1977).4ohnson.And

Bommatito.(1976),and'Mben and Doyle (1978)..

Finally, we have inCluded

received training in education were taught that school behaviors can be

Section on attitude Most of us who
rT

classified ascognitive, affective, or psychomotor. While this classifi-

cation scheme is certainly valid from one 13'erspecti4Je, if-hasbetter

'served the needs of understaqding the cognitiveomaip than the motiva-

Bloom.(1976), koi example, still .prefera- tothink in terms of

affect rather than motivation since the concept of affect relates to,

traditional approaches in defining learning tasks. The preference in
is

this documeht is for'the term motivation. This term refers td a history,

of conceptual and theoretical work aimed at pnderstanding the determinant's

of individual effort. We'believe that it is in this context that educa-

tors will find the most effective approaches to'analyzing individual

A
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.differences and for discovering:interventiOnp that inflilence individual
A.

effort. In thishis process, we need to understand the traditional approaches

to measuring.attitude. Many these same approaches are part of,the

processes for measuring motivational concepts.; therefore, a major section

of this document focuses on thisjmportant topic.

s

I.

1 Li

Ci
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1. ACHIEVEMENT MaiVATION

1

1.1 What Is Achievement Motivation ?.'

.4 A desire to feel competent and 'to exercisesone?; competence by

achieving a standard:of excellence is present to a greater of lesser

degree in all of us. This goal may be manifested,in career goals,
.;

0

.;interpersorell relationships,.or personal hobbies, but the key character-
,.

iStic is thedesire to achieve a prescribed level of excellence in

given pursuit. This desire or motive, is known as achievement motive-
.

tion. It was originally defined by Murray (1938) as

the desire or'tendency to.do things as .rapidly and/or as well
as possible...to accomplish something difficult. To master,
manipulate and organize-physical objects, human beings, or
ideas, TO do this as rapidly,and as-independently, as possible.
To overcome obstacles and attain Alligh standard. To excel one's
self. To rival and surpass others. To increase self-regard by
the successful exercise of talent (p. 164).'

For this reason writers often refer to the Greek god Hermes as

'epitomizing achievement motivation. A the messenger of the gods and

the glide of travellers, he symbolizes exploration, adventuresomeness,

. and invention (by noon of the first day of his birth, he had invented

and learned to play the lyre).. .And, as the patron Of athletic events,
1'

he had a keen interest in...competition. In- one way or another the achieve-

ment.oriedted person gains satisfaction froth matching or exceeding a

standard of performance. This might be indicated by outperforming

one else, meeting or surpassing some self-imposed standard of excellence,

doing something unique, or being involved over a long time in doing some

thing well where there is a. clear indication of an achievement goal.,

Achievement motivation is but one of a number of motives that have

been identified within this area of. research. Murray (1938) developed a
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taxonomy of 20 major motives, or needs, that influence the direction of

tt

behavior for a person (e.g:, achievement, affiliation,dominance, nurtur-
,:

ance). Maslow (1954) reduced this to a list, of five categories of nee

which are hierarchical in natureiphysiologica,,t, security, affiliatio

esteem, and self - actualization needs. Lower order-needs must be suff -

ciently satisfied before a person, will experience a desire to sa6isf

a higher order need.
. ,

A problem with both of these.early efforts was that of Measurement;

it was difficult to obtain stable and dependable,measUres.of these.psYcho-

logical states. Murray invented the Thematic Apperception Test. (TAT),

which operated by providing examinees with an ambiguous picture to which

thAy responded by fantaSizing and writing a story. These stories are

analyzed for clues that reveal an individual's predominant needs.

However, it was McClelland (1953) who invented a highly reliable

technique for analyzing and scoring these tests. After being.trained,

,different raters would score -the same tests.and come up with very similar

scores. This accomplishment provided a reliably derived numerical score

that facilitated the use of this test in empirical research studies...

Furthermore, McClelland focused his attention on the need for achievement

as a potent and useful concept for the study of behavior in our culture.

He later added the needs for affiliation and power and haE continued

in depth studies of the influences of these motives on t behaviorpf

individuals, groups, and even entire cultures (McClelland. 1976). One

of.his early associates, John Atkinson, has elaborated the theory of

achievement motivation in relation to individual behavior Atkinson &

Raynor, '1974).

1
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Becauseof its obvious relationship to a _oncern for competing

.
' against a standard, achievement motivation ha_ hden singled out as one:;

of the motives most likely'to be related to successful school performance.
-

;

Both Alschuler (1971; 1973)- and .deCharms (1976) have conducted extensive

studies of tedhniques designed to, foster the development of4ge d for

achievement in children. .While their Work parallels the workshops that

haveAleeen desighed for use with adults in business and 'other contexts
1-

(McClelland lc Steele, 1972), it has beert modified f'or a schbol,context-
p

f

1%2 What Do We Know About Achievement Motivation?

. Achievement motivation has both a theoretical and an empirical

'' .
'.:),

basis, and similar behaviors have been observed in business, schobis:'t
,

and other settings with'persons who have high need for achieyement (nAch).

It should be pointed out that there are some rather persistent similari-,
)

ties in the 21111d-rearing" practices of mothers whOse children develop a

high JaAch. Mothers of these children are more likely to encourage and

reinforce a child with physical 'affection forotrying new things by him-

,
self, making his own friends, and doing well In competition; all, of these

efforts are directed at encouraging initiative and independence. These

,,tasks should no: be confused with the development of purely "caretaking"

tasks such as encouraging children-to go'to bed independently, eat well

alone, or look after - .their possessions (McClelland et al., 1953). It is,

easy to see how this type bf training is related to several of the pre-

dominant characteristics of the achievement oriented person. Six of the

more consistent of these characteristics, particularly as they relate to

school contexts, are listed below.
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1. High nAch persons prefer situations in which there is some

risk of failure, or, in other terms, there is a moderate probability of

success (Atkinson, 1974). They like success, but success without

challenge has no pleasure. In contrast, a person low in nAch may choose

.

"tasks in which success is dither assured or almost impossible because

both situations allow the person to avoid anxiety. The almost impossible

task ma? be chosen either because it allows the Person to attribute

failure to things she/he had no control over, or because the person likes

the glory to be obtained from trying to make the long shot.

,

- 2. The intrinsic reinfOrcement of success itself, rather than

extrinsic rewards such as money or prestige, is the key factor in the

motivation of these persons. When faCed with the choice, they will

choose experts over friends as work partners'(French,/1956; Malelland &

-Winter, 1969), and they will work just as hard to accomplish success

whether or not money' is added as a reward (Atkinson & Reitman, 1956;

McC]elland, 1976). c

3. They tend to make realistic vocational choices. Th4 high

achievement oriented person who does,not suffer from an excessive degree

of anxiety or fear of,failure will tend to be realistic in. assessing his

conDetencies and matching them to appropriate vocational goals. (Mahone,

19 z Morris, 1966),

4. They prefer situations where they have, or perceive themselves

to lave, personal control over the ou omes of their efforts. They

prefer to feel personally responsible for their successes and to make'

their own evaluations and-judgments of sit tions rather than-relyingan

other authorities (Heckhausen, 1967; Weiner, 1972).

1S
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5. They have a reptlirly long future time perspective; that is,

they tend to project their goals farther into the future than low nAch

persons (McClelland et al., 1953; Raynor, 1974). They also feel that

time is rusting by very rapidly (Knapp & Green, 1960), and that they do,

not have enough time to get thirigs' done (Knapp, 1962).

6. They do not necessarily have & higher grade point average in

school.. Xhis is'because grades.may be sought for many reasons:including

a host of extrinsic rewards. For example, high grades may be related to

financ41 reward for some persons, personal power for others, and relief

from family pressure for still others. 'Grades do not serve as a simple

indicator of intrins&Cally.satisfying ccomplishment. For these reasons,

there is not always a high; correlation between nAch and grades. In fact,

the high nAch person might even forsake a high grade if obtaining

meant sacrificing high quality accomplishment.in order to meet the idio-

syncratic deMands of a particular instructor.

For more details on these and other characteristics of need.ftir

achievement in relation to behavior, the reader will find comprehensive

,

reviews in Alschuler (1973), Atkinson & Raynor (1974), and Weiner X1972).
' or

'\
,

\1

1.3 What Can the Practitioner Do About Achievement Motivation?

,

. An extensive amount of-work has been done in both educational_

(Alschuler,,1973; Alschuler et'al.,1.1974; deCharms1976) and entre...
. .&

prerieurial contexts (McCTland, 1976; McClelland& Winter, 1969) t

to influencethe develop t of achievement motivation:with different,.

Age groups and differel,i cultures. Throughput theSe effortSto influen e

behavioral change,'"1,h0re are some common efforts.

0
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° One of. the first requirements for increasing achievement mot tiqp

Is for the trainer to re lize(that one is not creating a motive tr., : did

not preViously exist in an individual_ It. is important to recogn:__-_-

that nAch ia-but one of many motives that make up the per onality. To

/

change nAch.is to change its position in the hierarchy' an individual's

motive structure, and there are several approaches to-bringing about such
,

change.

One approach, which :ould be that of the behavioristrkwouId b

identify achievement-type behaviorswand to systemat-ically reinforce-those

behaviors while withholding reinforcement from other clusters of behavior
%-

that were most chAracteristic.of the individual. The withholding of

reinforcement would bepartioularly important with behaviors thp nmnete

with the development,of r :n. It can be flattering to a rent :r teazner

when a child expresses a need-for assistance rand a happy willingness to

imitatethe adult's behavlor;,howei , the adult- sometimes needs to

resist this patronizing and to encourage the child to find his/her own

way to solve the problem.

While the behavioral approach has merit, it is not the approach

generally used by nAch trainers. They have found it to be more effective

to deal directly with the indiv lual's cognitive struc:ure'17.-, addition

to his/her behaviors. A.sc (1973), based,on the work of McClelland

and Winter (1969) ; has slimm-- the proposiI1Ons.that'support the

change of achievement as follows:

(1) clarifying and LaL ing the cluster of achievement thopghts

by teaching the eler-2- achievement.planning; (2) rey.h.ting

these thoughts to t. Dpropria° expressive style (moderate
risk taking, initia. sing ncrete feedback. plannir..7 ahead

carefully, etc.); an :yin:: =hese thoughts an-__ actions to

appropriate life con-_ :s e.g. entrepreneurial-eype situations)

(p. 34).
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This is accomplished in part,by designing.experiences that encourage

the.develcpm,-nt of neksonal values that are parallel to theSepropositiong.

It is assum .'creating a greater value for achievemOnt will, when

combined cticaLexercises and reinforcement, generate-a more

long-lastin

In p

-sustaining need.for ,a.chievement.

the course desig d-by Alsdhuler-(1973) to,) increase
1t

.,.

achievement motivation in teachers and children involves a four -step

process. 'h first is Aimeid at teaching ,partiipants to recognize,andr

use-the language of four nAch action strategies: realistic goal setting,

er-use of feedback, personal responsibility, and assessing the enifiron-

edt The second is to learn to use nAch thoughts and goal-setting and

to distinguish these from other L;oarh such as need for affiliatj.on and

need' for power. Step three ineludes self =study; the student must try to

relate :ae nAch syndrome to .specific`areas of his own life. The final

st p requires actual goal._ setting and practice. The student actually

,

ap lies what has been learned to a,personal achievement goal (Alschuler,

197,,Dp. 148-149) ,

1.4, Measures of Achievement Motivation

The names of the six tests and scaleg - eviewed _re.listed together

with their recommended age gcot4inl;: in Figure
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Projective Measures Age Level

Thematic ,apperception -T'est.

b

French Test of Insight),

Stales

Prestatie Motivatie Test'

Achievement Motives -Scale

Resultant Achievement Motivation Test

Sentence Completion Test

Middle -school-to Adult'

Middle school: to'Ad'ul ;

o

,

Grade3 through ,College

.(g_Grade. 9 ,thr:ough C

Grade 9 to Adult

College and Adult,

Figure Six Measures of achievement motivation.

1. :hematic Apne72eption Test (TAT)

uthors: Hen:7 .1r.ray (1938) ; David McClelland (1953)

Description:

4

TrAiLional with researdherS and-counselors, the most

commonly _ised measure c: the achievement motive is the Th atic

Apperceptic Test (TAT,..) Originated by Murray, it was revised

by MctleiLand in several respects, including an improved,

scoring cm. The TAT is a projective test in which

examinees ew an ambiguous picture for 20 seconds, then write

an imagk...:: ve story based on.the picture. This process is repeated"!

with several, usually four, other pictures. The stories are

then scored on the basis of several carefully, determined

criteria that'indicate the presence or abSence of an achieVe-

ment orientation. For. example, one picture shows a boy in,a



cbeckeled.shirt sittilag at a des with a book open, but4e. is
.

? N. '
. / .

star ng knsively iny-s.Oace. , This-excerpt is'eaken from a

i 7
.

higb achievement Motivation story (McClelland, etlal., 1953),:
..., . ,

, .

"The boy isi a highsch6ol.study who!is eying deeV thought:
,
to

.studies g

,

-

his i..He 4,-thinkin aboura.soluttan,fb
.

the PrOblem
m - %-,

. ,

... I , 0 .

ii

, . a
4.

before him. He is striving to rea'cli%ome-definite conclusibns."'
..., \-

Low.a.chievement, motivation stories,'Often contain stat'e'ments

,
. ,

,

such.as, "The inability -of the student to concentrate.on the
,

,
p,

,

i

lecture has caused him to.pass He time by da4eaming. He iS-

thinking-of the-house party co ing,u7 the following weekend..."

The l'AT takes abdit 30 minutes to adminislAk with 4 minutes

allowed for writing each of the fur stories. Scoring the-TAT

requires training, and this limitd its usefulness with pradti-

Loners as a diagnostic tool. However, with training, tests

an be scored in a highly reliable manterby. different people..

The test has shown moderate validity in its ability to predict

achievement related behavior, but there have _bee problems with

'ts reliability, ants use with women. Both problems tend to

a related in par= ta,the pictures.that are used as stimuli.

Sirice it is a pro-iettive_test, pictures have to be used that

represent achievement goals of men and women, and the same

pictures will not always work with both sexes. By the same

token, in test-retest studies, different pidtures are used to

prevent people from simply remembering and reporting the same

stories twice. These difficulties are summarized by French

and Lesser (1964). Persons who want to become proficient, in

in the use of the TAT should study the book by McClelland, et a



"15.fr-fr
(1953).. It con

-16-,
.f..

. 4 . a (

ins, a'group of stOTies" for-15ractice scorihg:
, t' ,Th

1
'l:./

and 1e.seor.ing esult ofejcperts to ,use ford cosTarison.,.' ... -
^R

-...

References:- 'French & Leiser 19641: tkCleliIhd
J ., .

t al.,
.4r r

Murray; 1938; Vi4lee, 197T.

, 6- So t -A se' of 4"pictures , response, sheets, anct

,lions for reed. for anieweent, need:for powei-, And need fot

affiliatkon aie included in McClelland., D. C., bc.Stele,k
.

kiptivatdon Workqhops, 1972, Oeneral Learning Press, 250 James
4

Street Morristown, NJ 07960.

2. 'Vest of Insight

Author: E. tr. French

Description: This is a krojective test tlidt is similar to the

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), but uses a verftl stitulu

instead of a picture. For example, the examiner° give

descriptive statemen? suet as, "Bill is going back to-. t

AP

.chemistry lab at the end of the school day," or "hichard

always ldts the' other fellow win." After reading the state-,

ment, the e)&minee is instructed to write a shgrt story

desciibing,the characteristics and motives of the character

in the statement. The response is scored in the same manner

as the TAT and requires consideable scorer training.

4

Reliability of the French Test is slightly better than

the TAT, but it is still not as good as we would like., Its

internal- consistency has been estimated at .48, and testz-retest

correlations have ranged from almost zero (-.06) to .48:, This

measure has demonstrated better validity than the other
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proiectiiie measures of need iortachie.i.rement. Several studied
'

have demonstrated tliat! people wlao scor,e'.high on this t s
.

_choose moderate risks in lreference to hi or lbw risk
4 t ,i' )

/
s.

t,

dyes.- This is consistent with achievem ,motivationYtkeory. 0/1,. ..

- :

(-

- .
-,7 ' . - Jo4 , .

. V , Ai with' t TA4 re has `to 1:;.qiaktnLin, usingpyis kr : ,.. ,
' 214";

I

.

-
0 :.

. °.

1 + jit ft. . . i

-r>
w4thwomen.. The v.riaai leads .tend tO'represeat male -oriented

- , 4,

Oals Is traditionally dfiried in oion4sultuTe. This sometimes
. .

N.-

)0.1 results in responses; from womedthat indpate.a f.gar.,of ;,-

* .

N

-
.

,
' ... 4 ..

sufess since.sueceeding at a male task could representra
......

threat to their femininity. WomeA who are seeking these . k '''','

traditionally male roles will evidence more g mo iva-
.

.

.

tion on these tests, and other-women 11 evidence moreachieve-

lso 16i

alterna-
.

\

ment motivation when traditional fem e roles are used. Readers

.

interested in this issue afe
P
referred to Natina Horner(1974),

. .
... ,

who describes some results from the extensive Work she has

done on the topic.

References: French, 1955, 1958; French & Lesser, 1964; Horner, 1974.

Source: French, 1958.

3. Prestatie Motivatie Test

Author: H. J. ,M. Herthans

, Description: Developed originally in Holland, this multiple-choice

test has been used successfully in the United States. The test. -

includes 29 items to measure the achievement motive and is

generally used with college students and with children as young

as nine years of age. With younger children, some items have

to be revised (see Scpultz ,POmerantz, 1974),. The items

2 3



0,4

.

. . c i eontan steni-which begins a statementand from fdur to six
.

, 1 '
./

. - r .
response altpretives from which the.e2camionee selects One.

,,,

. 0,.
.

. .
.

fr
. ..

For example, "Td prepare yourself a, long,time'for an important

tasks
4

%': 5_().)*AWYY I:6 '80selcs;;(2)-ten is rather rash, 13)
I , .I.-

, . .1f . ; , :si? ' .. ' I'.
.

J, 1

%11, 4' % ' *... .- , 1 .

Ige.
-.eat oif ten' bey utpful; (4)11es ti:ies to 'a sense. of reality (5):

i/ k_'-',
.-

.40
. . ,

..i_

--
e-1 ..-4:g.. ,.\ .41*, . 1...,

: is 4ed4oary.koccjtd. This been sevArak.
.t,, ,

..)--, ,.., . dr=4,4 -/ '." .i... j t '' ':-- 1.
SeildieS 't0' have 'aFeelLeable'internal consistelly'and4A4 &relate ,

Ig ....,- 1
- a .

, ' . .

'''''
1> WAWItti geveral. her/Mehsures of 'achlevemegit moftvation.

... .,

ke _ . . . . i. -
t:

. ,...._
., \ ir, . _

'It this correlated' positively with grades and other!, meopsnres of
,--1\_',7,

.,:,, .J.

achievement striving behavior in.several vSlidational Otudies,
--0 t . .

.

and may be used with males and females.

References: Hetimaps, 1970; Hermans et al. -1972;. Schultz &
,

4.

Pomerantz, 1974. A

Source: Swetz and Zentlthger, Keizersgracht 487, Amsterdam,

Netherlands. Also, for a list of items used with ninth graders,

write to-Charles B. Schultz, Department of Education, Tkinity
"

College,. Hartford, Connecticut 06106.

4. Achievement Motives Scale

Authors: T. GjeSme and R. Nygard

Description: This scale provides measures of the motive to achieve

succeYs and the motive to avoid failure. These scores:6.y be

colOined into a single measure of resultant achievement motiVa-
A

tion. It hes been,used with students from thenipth grade

A .

through college. The measure contains 30 items--15 for each

subscale--which have four, point, agree-disagree xesponses.,

!

Most of the items are very short. Samples of items designed
4

A *Giss,44.10.2



to measure success orientation are, "I like situa where:

I cah test my abilities," and "I hope to be asked to do things

which are somewhat difficult." Two of the failure orientation

items are, "I worry about work I am -not sure I can do," and-

"I become anxious when :I meet a problem I don't Understand

diately." Despite its brevity,,the scale has demonstrated

_good reliability and validity. Internal consistency estimates

on both subscales have ranged fpcRi..63 to .88 in the United

States and'Norway--; b.nd terE-7reetat correlations of .65 and .71
.1,

were obtained over a six month interval. Validational studies

have shown. positive correlations with grades.- These character-
.

istics-tomaned with the test's brevity sugggst that this
4

dok sc'ate mapfind widespread application if additional normative

datacontinue to be supportive.

References: Gjesme, 1974, 1975, 1977;

jiygard,1977.

Source: Roald Nygardi Institute in VducTationa Research, niversity

Gjesme kNygard, 1970;

4 of Oslo,'Box 1092, Blindern, Oslo 3, No

0

from the first author of this monograph.

5. `Resultant Achievement Motivation Test

Author: A. Mehrabian

y, or, pen ing.approval,

Description:. This i -a6.,short test that has been used with ninth-
'

graders through college-age students and adults. The full

,,length test has 26 items and the shortened version has nine.

The test consists of statements as, "I worry more about

getting a bad gtvie 'than I think about getting a good job,'!
\\, #

9 Nit
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to which the examinee indicates agreement or disagreement on

a four-point scale. This test includes subscales to me sure

both_the motive toward success and the fear ,of failure which

make it a measure of need for achievement. Despite the
4

brevity of the test, particularly the short form, it sh3ws

relatively high internal consistency and stability. Estimates

range from '.55 to .76 -for internal-consistency and .71 to .78
4

fof a 10 -week test-retest correlatiog. The-test,may be used

with males and females and has been-shown to.be significantly

related to.a6piration level and actual accomplishment,

including grades (r = .48).

References: Fineman, 1977; Mehrabian, 1968, 1969; Schultz &

Pomerantz, 1974.

Source: See Mehrabien, 1968,.for address.

6. Sentence Completion Test

Author: B. N. Mukherjee

Description: This test has consistently good test-retest correla-

tions, which indicgse that it is a rather stable measure. The.

, .

correlations have ranged from .76to .83 with intervals rangi4
, .

from 6 weeks to 3 months. It is
/
a forced choice test which

has been used primarily with college-age males and females.

There are 50 items, and each item contains three statements.

The examinee indicates-which of the three statements is most
4 ,

characteristic and which statement is least characteristic.

In addition to gtimates of stability, the test has good

internal consis ency (.72). There is almost no information.
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on its relationship to other nAch measures, but, it appears to

be related to achievement-oriented outcomes. Some evidence

suggests-that people scoring high on this Scale have higher

personal aspirations, a stable self- image, and tend to be

productive:

References: Clarke,-D. E., 1973; Mukherjee, 1965, 1969.
i

Source: Mukherjee, B. N. Manual for sentence completion test.

Preliminary Edition. Toronto: York University, 1969.

11/1

4
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AM.

2. LOCUS OF CONTROL

2.1 What Is Locus of Control?

The concept of locus-of control refers to a person's expectancy

regarding the controlling influences on personal successes and failures.

'A person who tends to assume that good grades, friends, promotions, aqd

other reinforcements are most likely to result from personal effort and

initiative is an internally-oriented person. In contrast, an externally-

oriented persomtends to believe that irrespective of one's efforts,

beneficial consequences are largely a matter of.circumstance, either,

good luck or the favotable decision of a power-holding individual. The

internal person who gets an A would be most likely to say, "Thanks to

'4he effort I put into doing my best on that assignment, I 'got an A."

The external would be more likely to say,."Wow, I really was lucky to

have hit on a topic the teacher liked. It got nie an A."

What is the value of the internal - external. control construct? On
0

the bue,hand, it seems to be a fundamental concern of mankindAhroughout

the:ages, and bn phe other Varici it'repreS6ntS an iMportant-tiMPOne4
. .

a contemporary approach to understanding human motivation. It. 4s.

difficult, to find examples, of a concern for the.limfisancimeaningt

of personal control'in the writings of many scholars of the human condi-
4

tion. Epictatus (Kirk, 1950, one of the early Greek stoics who wrote

during tJ period of social uncertainty that accompanied the diSintegra-

tion of the powerfUl Greek citystates, begins the EnChiridion wijh the

seemingly simple truism that "Of things some are in our power, and others

are not." However, his entire treatise is a discourse-on the relation7
6

ship between the nature of reality and the problem of developing a realis-

tic set of expectancies for personal control.

3 3



In contrast, Heraclitus (Wheelwright, 1964), a presocratic Greek
.

philosopher representing more of an'. external orientation,. focused more

On the impermanence and whimsy of reality, and an inability to do any-

thing about it. "You cannot," he pointed out in a familiar aphorism,

"step twice into the same river, foriother waters are continually flow-

ing on." And ;in another fragment, "Time is a child moving counters in

a game; the royal power is the child's" (p. 29).

oriented person views life as having many capricious and arbitrary conse-

quences,/ These are but 'two of any number of examples that could be

The extremely externally-
.:

4P/
provided from almost any culture as illustrations of a universal concern

for the limits of personal control in a world that severely taxes our

..2efforts to peg it as being governed by \law-or caprice.

As a component of'a psychological.iheory, Julian Rotter's conceptUal-

_

ization of lOcus of control is most well-known (Rotter, 1966, 1975).

,According 6-Rotter s social learning theory, locus of control is learned;

that Is, the actual pattern of reinforce ents that we experience will

influencee.development of our losus-of control orientation. A child

.i:i.i."40'4,s±6g;.114:4#137 reinforced fpr personal accomplishment will be more

A:y007:elc$0 an internal locus of co trol than a child who receives

ainfOidements or punishments sporadically and inconsistently. However,.

ce an individual's locus of control begi s to develop, it begins to

Iinflnence the person's behavior. People wi 1 differ in the extent to

whi7ch they attribute outcomes to internal v rsus external sources of

control even when the actual contingencies a e identical. v .

Two highly moving and dramatic examples are provided by Arthur

Koestler (1941) and N.TiktOr Frankl (1963). I 1Darknest'at Noon, Koestler

n\. .

portrays the efkort ofaubashov, his central,character, to maintain trust
L.
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in his own internalized sense of reality during a change in regimes and

realignmenigof loyalties within the totalitarian government. Rubashov,

while watchin§ethe antics of other bureaucrats as they tried to second-
.

guess the appiopriate postures to assume, had "the impression of a queer

and ceremonious%Marionette-play with figures, moving on wires, each

saying his set piece" (p. 117).

This same sense of pnreality, and one man's effort to both under-

stand and.cope Witk it during a time of mortal danger, is described by A

lrankl in Man's Seatch.for meaning. He found that the survivors. among

t
those concentration-Camp prisoners wholwere not exterminated tended to

be those who were able to maintain some sense of per 'control over

some aspects of their lives. Those who lived in hope of ome external

intervention, such as freedom by Chtistmas, tended to give and. die

when their hopes were not met. In contrast, those who maintained more

internal sense of control and 5oncentrated on tho-e,iiny aspects of their

environment. that they could control, survived, longer. Many aspects of

this sense of-personal control and its effects on perfOrManee,'.particu-

.1arly in formal research studiA, have been reviewed by Jones (1977).

It is,diffictilt to change one's Locus of control because the cogni-

tive interpretation of events Must be changed in conjunction with a

carefully planned program ofactual contingencies. Readers who are

interested in readable but detailed presentations of this theory are

referred to two articles by Rotter (1966, 1975) and.two excellent recent

texts (Lefcourt, 1976; Phares, 1976).

3 ',
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2.2 What DO,We Know About Locus of Control?

Apart from its popular appeal, me of the seasons for the large

number of studies utilizing the locus of control construct is probably

its ease of measurement. There are a relatively large number of scales

that have been prepared for all ages of children, young,people, and

adults. Most of them are freely available. The reader will notice

similarities in many of the questions in the scaled,presented later in

this section, but there are also some important differences. Some6f

the scales are designed to measure a person's generalized locus of

control, while others are designed to measure it in a specific context.

When specific measures are available, they are usually better for

mating prediCtions in that context.

Locus of control has been widely researched in several respects.

One, area of research is concerned with experimentally testing the

assumptions and ramifications of the theory. Secondly, there have been

a large number of correlational studies that Lave attempted to use locus

o

of control as a predictor of everything from afi
,

iliativeness tp zealous-

ness. A third area focuses on the clinical understanding and use of the

concept in persdnak.counseling and behaViorallChange. There are also a

fair number of studies of locus of control in relation to academic

attitudes and performance. The following summary is restricted to

findings on locus of control in relation to personal adjustment and

academic outcomes.

1. A number of studies in different contexts have shown that internals

exert more effort to master their environment. For example, Seeman and

Evans (1962) studied patients in a, tuberculosis hospital. They found
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that internals were more inquisitive about tuberculosis and about their

owl condition, and they were less satisfied with the amount of infOrma-

.

tion received from hospital personnel. Similar results have been obtained

in reformatories (Seeman, 1963), schools (McGhee & Crandall, 1968), and

different minority groups (Williams & Stack, 1972).

2. Internals are also more likely to exhibit greater self-control.

They have been found to be less likely to smoke, more likely to quit

\ smoking when given evidence as to its harmful consequences, and more

\\ likely to use family planning and birth control ( .g., Lundy, 1972).

1 a school context internals are more likely to exhibit self-control in

res onse to failure. Loiacano (178),found that iyeAals tended to

withd w inwardly as a response to school failure, but externals tended

to act ort their frustration by misbehaving.

3. _External tend to be more influenced by social pressures from the

'environment. They arefore sensitive,k) subtle cued that indicate the

'desired4espOnse on the part of an experimenter or significant other

.

r1

person in the'environment. The internal may choose to respOnd todelib-

erate efforts to influenc..but is most likely to resist subtle or indirect

manipulations (e.g., Gore & totter, 1963).

4. Despite the greater efforts of internals to control themselveS and

their environments, there is no clear pattern of relationship, between

locus of control and academic ,performande (see reviews and arguments by

Keller, Goldman & Sutter, 1978; LefcoUrt, 1976; and Phares, 1976). In

some cases internals have obtained better grades; or it has been shown
150

/
3L1
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that locus of control interacts with particular teaching strategies to

improve performance. However,_just as often the expected results are not

_ obtained. At this point the relationship between locus of control and

achievement in highly specific contexts is clearer than it is inlation

to general academic achievement. This may be due in part to the fact

that there are'many motivegor getting good grades and that neither

overall GPA nor final grade in a course is sensitive to locus of control

differences as generally measured. It is encouraging tha$t in more con-

trolled studies that utilize more specific measures, stronger relation-

ships are found (e.g., McGhee & Crandall, 1968).

5. There is reason to locus of control is, inukeeping with
1,

its general relationship to effective personal adjustment, related'to
P.-

personal attitudes toward school. This is in keeping with Weiner's

interpretation of locus of control in the litontext of theory )

,(Weiner, 1974),fand has been verified in several studieS. Keller et al.

(1978)q for example, found that intern ls,had a m)re positive accepting

attitude toward teachers and,toward education in general-. PresuTably,
( . t-4

they are'less likely to project their frustration onto teachers or the

*.

institutions

. .

y.

J
2.3 What Can Practitioners,Do About Locus of Control?

There is considerable evidence in support of the conclusion that we

can introduce positive shifts toward internality Wf it is desired. The

issue at this point 1-6= whether internality is better than externality,

and we run smack.up against the traditional clinical(problem of how to

. .

assign normative values to psychological states. Our understanding of

a
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the concept of locus of control and the limits of our ability to measure

it accurate y ifi'no way allow us to make the statement that internality

is better than externality. What we can do is follow the traditional

pattern of, counselors and other clinical psychologists. We can suggest

that when an individual or group of people have an impaired sense of

personal compete th4t keeps them from coping effectively in their

environment, our avenue to helping them is to provdide experiences that

will develop ,more'of an internal orientation as part of the development

of self-esteem and personal competence.

Given this need, there are several projects that provide example's

for the practitioner who wishes to foster the development of personal

-competence without Pce3s-arking to take on the role or'responsibility of

the psychotherapist. The most extensive and well -documented effortof
4

this type is the work of.deChirms (1976). DeCharms conducted an elabof=t

ate well,-funded project which paid teachers to participate in special

training sessions to pre4re Bor implementation of the program with the

.....-

children. The project was similar to the achievement motivation workshop
d.: ..

described eaaier in this
4
Mon6graph, but,focusedon tRe development of

. .

personal competence rather than achievement motivation, per se. Partici-
r .

pants learned to think in positive compe nt ways and to recognize

success when it occurred, at&the same time th they were reinforced for

success. For example,..many of these inner-city school children had

unrealistically high goals, higher ,even than many of their counterparts

in terms of age and ability suburban schools. As a result of having

such unattaiTable goals, they experienced no satisfaction in the actual

accomplishment they achieved. The gains made by tblese children as a

result of learning to think of themselves as the "origin" of their

r4
-J U
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thoughts and actions, rather than a "pawn," and of learning to set more .

realistic goals, sere still evident to a significant

longitudinal measurements taken by deCharms.

egree in the

The cognitive element appears to be a highly important-part f the

behavioral change process. Dweck (1975) used a behavioral "successonly"

approach with one group of children who harability but who had an

extremely helpless attitude ;Award mathematics. Their performance

improved as long as they were able to be successful and were reinforced.

But as soon as the problems became challenging, they gave.up trying(1'

With a second group Dweck introduced "reattribution therapy." These yA

chilcAtn were, allowe6Oto experieve success on a number of problems, but

they were deliberately over-challenged from time to rtime.tach time-the

experiments encouraged the child to keep trying, that success would

result from additional effort. These children learned to attribute
. 0

failure to lack of effort rather than lack of ability or external causes.
.

,..

1
(-I

. .

However, one caution is in order or the practitioner who wants to bring.

about changes.' SimAy;admonishing a,child to.try _harder or stating that,

the child has the ability to do the work is not sufficient. The condl-

tionG 'surrounding the chilehave to be carefully manned so that the
A

child wl intetnalize the belief that She/he can do it. In other efforts.

, to 'understand and change the learned helple ness syndroMYin children,

Keller (1979) and Murphy (1979) have desigft,4
/P, implemented similar

approaches to the problem.

.1

'An excellent review of °they efforts to deliberately Influencecus

of control is included in Lefcourt 0.976): He,refers to severe; clinical

and ci)rrelationaLrudies of intervent)ons. _One group that is particularly

Interesting illustrates that people develop more of a Sense of effectiveness

P
when they are allowed to serve as helpers or in other capacities of

A
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responsibility that are not excessively challenging. The interested

reader is referred to Harvey (1971) and Gottesfield and Dozier (1966).

. Measures of Locus of Control

This describesdescribes and critiques eleven measures of locus of

'control. The 'names of the measures

are' summarized in Figure

.1 .

Title

and their appropriate age cohorts

Intellectual' Achievement Responsibility
Questionnaire (IAR)

Children's Locus of.Control Scale ($ialer's)

Nowicki-Strickland 1oeus -of- Control Scale

for Children

Rotteris Internal-External (IE)::.Locus
Control,,Scale

'Age' group

Elem'. - Jr. High

Elem; - Jr. High

Grade 3 - College

Of High Sch. - Adult.

Generalized Expectancy for Success Scale

Academic Achievement Accountability Scale

Gruen-Korte-Stephens Int einal-Eact ernaR5cale

Levenson. Internal, Powerful Others, and
Chance Scales

Locus of Control Ifiterview

Reid-Ware Three Favor Internal-External Scale

Stanford Preschool Internal-External Scale

1 High Sch. - Adult
,,

Grgdes 3 - 8

Elementarsy

College Adult

4

4

Presch. - Early Elem.

High Sch. - Adult

PreschOol

I

Figure 2. Eleven measures of locus of control. N
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4 .

Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire (IAR)

/--

gbIA-lik

Authors: Virginia Crandall, Walter Katkovsky, and Vaughn Crandall

IteicriPtion: The IAR- was developed,for use with children, and it'is

concerned with school achievement. The scale contains 34 items

that ask the child why he passed a course of study, got a good
41.

grade, got spec-ial piiiiileges, etc. Each item contains two choices.

One indicates an external locus of. control (e.g. the teacher likes

me; the 'test was easy), or an internal orientation (I worked harder;

studied a long time). Half of the items describe success situations
41.

and the other half failure situations.. The two'halves can be

scored separAtely to compare the child's locus of control in

response to failure and success. All of the items are combined for

a total scoriwhich generally averages from 23 to 27",'with most.
- ,

Scores ranging between 19 and 30. -The test predicts achievement

at'a significant, although modest, level (correlationsNrange between

.34 and .53). This is particularly i'mportant since mOre generalized

measures do not show this reasonably consistent relationship.

Ilieferenje: Crandall et al.,. 1965; Lefcourt, 1976..

Source: Crandall, Katkovsky., & Crandall, 1965.

Children's Locus "of Control Scale

Authors: Irving Bialer and Rue Cromwell

Description: One of the interesting characteristics of this scale is

that it measures locus of control of standards in addition to

reinforcement. The fist variable is called locus of evaluation,

and it refers to the extent to which a person establishes his own

standards by which to judge his actions, or relies on an external

"Li 9
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frame of reference. The other variable, locus of control'is
-

slightly different in this scale as compared to most. other scales.

It refers to whether an individual believes he has control over the-
.

environment, as contrasted with having control over reinforcements.

This difference is subtle, but could be important in Some situatiocs

when deciding which scale to choose: In any case, this is a more

1
generalized measure than, for6example, tAt IAR. Simple,items from

this scdie, which are answered yes or no, '!Do you really'

.., ,

beHeye a ki canktbe whatever he warkurto, be?" and, "Do you usually

....

make-up your mind about something without asking some6 first?" _

,.

,

I
The scale h4s 23 questions which may be administered in written

form with groups through 14 years of age or read aldud with younger

C,groull such as third graders. It has also bee used with mentally

retarded'children with, mental ages as young as 4 years And IQ's as

low 4 51: The test has good ielia1flity istipTes, both internal

consistency and test-retest, and has
c
)been validated against:achieve-

ment-and other'personality measures:

References:Atialkr, 1961; Cromwell, 1963; Gozali & Bialer, 1968.

Source: Lefcotirt, 1976.

Nowicki - Strickland Locus of Control Scale for Children

"Authors: Stephen Nowicki, Jr. and Bonnie Strickland .

Description: This scale covers a wide span of ages in that it has been

used from grade 3 to college. It is a generalized measure of loct.

of control and covers interpersdinal transactions ("Do you feel that

most of the time parents listen to what their children haye to say ? "),

bodily functions ("Do you believe you can stop yourself from catchiig,

1

40

1
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a cold ? "),. school ("Do you believe that if somebody studies hard

enough he or she may pass subject?"), and general philosophy
4

("Are some kids. just born lucky?"). Each of the 40 items on the.

test is answered yes or no, with the external responses being added

for the total score. There is a short forth of the test for"use with

a

grades 1 through 6 and.another for use with grades 7 through 12.
/

Reliability estimates are adequate, andthe.test correlatesjappro-

priately with-several other measures of locus of control, thus

Cating its validity as a measure of this construct. Scores obtained

,from grades 3 through 12 show a shift toward internality, from a mean

score of 18 to 11. This is consistent with the. theoretical expecta7

tion that children will develop more of an internal orientation as

:they do, in fact, develop' more ability to exert control on their

environment.

Reference: Nowicki & Sttickland, 1973.

SOurCe: -Nowicki & Strickland, 1973.

Internal- External Locus of Control Scale (IB)

A

Author: Julian Rotter

Description: scale has undoubtedly had a major impact in.this

-area.of research. It-is used primarily with college-age students

and adtilts, but- it has also.been used with high school students.

It is a measure of a generalized expectancy for-success, as con-
,

trasfed with content- specific measures such. as IAR. It has-been

used in many research studies in a wide variety of set ings ranging

from prison 'to Schools, and for a broad range of purposbs including.

psychotherapy and prediction Of academic success. The scale contains

41
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29 items of vligach six are "fillers;" or jokes, aimed at disguising
I

the primary purpose of the test. All items are forced choice; two

statements are presented and the respondent is required to pick the

most agreeable one. Each alternative iskeyed as an external or

, .

internal choice, and the external choices on the 23 valid items are

added together. Therefore, scores can range from 0 to 23 with

higher scores representing more. of amextecnal.tiointrpf view. -The

average scores for college students now.tend to be between 10 and

12, being slightly Fiore external than they were a decade ago,

Extensive norms for various reference groups have been collated by

,
-Iefcourt (1976).

References: Keller & Pugh, 1976; Keller, et'al., 1938; Lefcaurt, 1976;

Phares, 1976; Roster, 1966, 1975.

4 Source: Lefcourt,-1976; Phares, 1976; 'Rotter, 1966.

Gen alized Expectancy for Success Scale

Authors: Bobbi Fibel and Daniel-Hale-

Description: This recently developed scale seems to provide a generalized

measurof optimism and competency. The initial work in developing

and validating the scale was done with college students, but the

content of the items is such that it could be used with high school,_

and perhaps. withOunior high. With slight revision to clarify the

meaning of some words (e.g., "marital"), it could probably be 4sed

with even younger children. The teat begins'with a stem that is

common to all of the 30 items: "In .the future I expect that I will:"

Several of the specific items are: "be a good'Parent," "be unable*:

0 . ,

to accomplish my goals," "get theproMotiOri I deserve," "be liStened
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to when I speak," and "succeed at most things I try." Each item

has a five-point scale with 5 = highly probable and 1 = highly

mprobable. The responses for each item are totaled, after
0

reversing negatively stated items, which means that the scores_can

range from 30 to 150. The average score for. college males and

females was 112. In the initial tests, the scale demonstrated

high internal consistency and test-retest correlation. With

respect to validity, it is negatively correlated With several

measures of depression, which is logical since depression is most

often defined as feelings of ineffectualness.

Reference: Fibel & Hale, 1978.

Source: Fibel & Hale, 1978.

Additional Measures

A large number of locus of control scales have been constructed for

a variety of purposes.. The five preceeding scales represent those that

have been used most'extensively and are relatively easy to obtain.

Following are brief descriptions of six additional scales which have had

less use to date or were developed for a specific purpose. However, they

might be of value to a practitioner in a particular context.

1. Title: .Academic Achievement Accountability (AAA) Scale

Description: For use with grades 3 to 8, this scale contains 18

Likert-like items with responses ranging from a "strong yes"

to a "strong.no.." It measures locus of control.

Reference:i!Clifford & Cleary, 1972.
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Source: Margaret M. Clifford, Department of Educational Psychology,

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242; and reproduced in

Johnson & Bonmarito, 1976.

2. Title: Gruen-Korte-Stephens Internal-External (IE) Scale

Description: This is a forced choice scale with 38 items measuring

academic locus of control in elementary school children. Each

item is on a separate page and is illustrated pictorially.

Reference: Gruen, Korte & Baum, 1974.

Source: Gerald E. Gruen, Department of Psychological Sciences,

Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

3. Title: Levenson Internal, PowerfulOthers, and Chance Scales

Description: This scale, containing 24 items and used with college

students and adults, contains,separate measures of internal

control, externality due: to powerful others, and externality

due to chance.

Reference: Prociuk & Breen, 1974.

Source: Terry J. Prociuk or Lawrence J. Breen,-Department of

Psychology, University of Manitoba, Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada

R3T 2N2.

4. Title: Locus-of-Control Interview (LCI)

Description: This exploratory interviews contains 25 items and,

V
follows the patterns established by Piaget. It is for use with

young children of preschool and early school age, particularly

those with limited verbal ability.
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'" Reference: Shore, MilgraM & Malasky, 1971.\

Source: Mental Health Study Center; 2340 uldversity Boulevard

East, Adelphi,44aryland 20783.

5. Title: The Reid-Ware Three Factor Internal-External Scale

Description: This is A 45-item, forced-choice scale which separately

measures internality (self-control), powerful others (social

systems control), and chanoe (fatalism). Each item contains
,

three statements representing the three,factors, and one must

be chosen. It is for use with high schobl through adult

populations. \-1

Reference: Reid & Ware, 1974.

Source: Lefcourt, 1976.

6. Title: Stanford Preschool Internal-External Scale

Description: Dealing with common childhood preschool experiences,

this 14-item forced choice scale measures I-E in relation to

positive and negative events similarly to the IAR. There are

two parallel forms of this test.

Reference: Mischel, Zeis, & Zeiss, 1974.

Source: Lefcourt, 1976.
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3- CURIOSITY AND AROUSAL-SEEKING

3.1 What Is Curiosity?

While everyone understands intuitively what it means to be curious,

we need.a somewhat rigorous definition of the term if we are to measure

it and use what we know about curiosity to improve instruction. Unfor-7

tunately, no single definition prevails in the research literature. One

widely quoted definition is that deVeloped"by Maw and 1.1.w (1964), who

reviewed dictionary definitions and Scientific and literary writings to

arrive at the following:

Curiosity is demonstrated by an elementary school child when he:

1. reacts positively to new, strange, incongruous, or
mysterious elements in his environment by moving
toward them, by exploring them, or by manipulating
them.

2.. exhibits a-need or a desire to know more about-v
, .

himself and/or his environment.

3. scans his surroundings seeking new experiences.

4. persists in examining and exploring stimuli in
order to know more about them.

This definition has the advantage of staying close to observable

behavior; it suggests methods of measuring curiosity. It also-makes it

clear that the void curiosity covers a multitude, of behaviors, so that

there are a numberiof distinct aspects to the concept. One distinction

can be seen in parts 1 and 3 as compared to part 2 of this definition.

The former emphasizes the use of the senses in exploratory'behavior; the

latter emphasizes the use of the intellect. This difference between a

deSire to sense and a desire to know is clarified by use of the terms

perceptual and epistemic curiosity. Of the two, epistemic (knowledge-

seeking) curiosity is the more important in education.

4 t'-3
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Another useful distinction to be made is that between state and

trait curiosity. At any given momen1 a perm exhibits any or all

of the behaviors in the Maws' definition, we can say that the person is

in a..state of curiosity., If a person has a general tendency or predis-

position to exhibit these behaviors often, she/he can be said to be

curious as a trait. Even the most curious person can be bored and

uninterested in certain situations; even the most incurious person can

be turned on if conditions are right. It's important for educational

practitioners to be clear about the state-trait distinction because it

leads to differing prescriptions for the conduct of instruction.

During the normal course of a day, each of us varies in his/her level

of arousal or activation. It is low while we sleep, and during our baking

hours it rises and falls as we move through various situations. The idea

of an optimal level of arousal is a vital concept which underlies most of

the theoretical work being done on curiosity. When we are below our pre-

ferred level, boredom sets in, and we work to raise our arousal outwardly

by moving into a more stimulating setting, or inwardly by daydreaming or

thinking. When the environment is over-stimulating, we try to reduce our

level by moving to a calmer place, by ignoring part of our surroundings,

or by actively trying to perceive and understand the environment and thus

diminish its arousing properties.

Curiosity and the arousal-seeking tendency are two separate person-

ality variables which are related by the optimal arousal level model,

Measures of curiosity try to gauge a person's tendency to seek out.over-

stimulating situations and learn from them. Measures of arousal-seeking,

on the other hand, focus mostly on the arousal-raising half of the model.

They measure an individual's need for'change and'variety and the tendency

.1c
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to avoid boredom by any means. Although curiosity is more closely

idated to learning than arousal-seeking is, both concepts have p actijkl
.4

utility in education.

3.2 What Do We Know About Curiosity?
&

Measures of curiosity and arousal- seeking tendency are generally

not as well developed as we wouldjike, ak research based op, 'such .

measures is on shakier ground than work in some other)areas.of educa-
-/ ti

tional research. Nonetheless, some, consistent (or at least cre

trends'appear in the literature:

1. Children who are high in trait curiosity come.from he

environments that are structured and orderly (but not rigid),

ble)

and inhabited by adults who serve as models of effectivenss

and curiosity. Curiosity is ntirtured by parents who provide

their children with warmth, attention, and independence.

2. There is a low positive relationship between curiosity and

,intelligdnce.' Curiosity and school achievement are also

positively linked.
c

3. Creativity and curiosity are closely related. Curious chil-

dren score higher onNneasures of divergent thinking an

tiveness.

ven-'

4. Many studies find a negative relationship between curiosity

and anxiety,...e

5. In a large study of fifth graders (Maw & Maw, 1965), curious

children wererated highly by their peers on dimensions of

effectiveness,loyalty, reliability, and accountability.

43
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Theyswere. also seen as more intelligent and creative, better

socialized, more secure, and more tolerant of socially ambiguous

situations.

6. In, another of the Maws' studies (1964), cprious children were

found to ask more and better questions, select more adventArousf,

V
activities,` have more general information about the world,

,

recall more ..specific facts, relate more often to the Unfamiliar, .

and persist; ger at problem-solving. ,

7. State curiosity can be aroused by novelty, ambiguity, complexity,

paradox, or incongruity in the environment.

8. State epistemic curiosity is most highly aroused by things that

are moderately f .1W, i.e., atIthe middle ground between

totally known' anal totally unknown.

9. Sensation-seekingl, or arousal-seekint among adults is related to

recreational drug use, sexual experimentation, and volunteering

'for psychological experiments involving sensory deprivation,

hypnosis, or drugs/.

10. There is some evidence that high arousal-seekers are born and

not made. Studies comparing identical and fraternal twins

indicate that the arousal - seeking 6endeilcy,iargely inherited.

11. .Although there is a low, positive correlation between sensation-?
6

seeking and intelligence, there is no parallel relationship

with achievement in school. 'It seems that the typical school

environment does not provide the type or amount of stimulation

that high sensation-seekers need, so they put their energies

elsewhere.

43
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For a more detailed review of'the curiosity literature, see Maw &

Maw (1964), Vidler .(l977) and Berlyne (1965). Zuckerma4 (1978).provictes

a brief and interesting ovoi6d of his sensation-seeking research.
4

3.3 What Can the Practitioner Do About Curiosity.

I' is not always possible or practical to indiViduallze instruction
.

,

to accommodate the cognitive and personality characteristicS of learners.

However',.even when\instruction is to be delivered i ly one way, as in

a lecture, it is possible to us some of the llindings curpsity

research to improve instruction. Otdirry classroom prOcedures.result

.

in too low a level,of arousal much more often thhn too high a level; it's

a-lot easier to bore learners than to over- excite them. This being the
.!+

case,. most instruction would benefit by the application of schy of

Berlyne's theoretical notions. Put in'its most basic form, Berlyne's

'theory suggests that novelty, surprise, complexity, ambiguity, and

uncertainty arouse curiosity in learners, so that teachers and instruc-

tional designers would do well to consciously build ehese elements into

a presentation whenever poss'le. It ia, important that the information

needed to, relieve curiosity also be Made-'available, lest the result be

frustration rather than pleasure.

When instruction is individualized, information abOut learner,

curiosity scan be used in several ways. Learners who'have been identified

as being high in curiosity can be provided with more information, and

the freedom to pursue their interests as far as they can. The high

curiosit student might espec ly benefit fronPprepared bibliographies

and lists of additional readings and resources. For learners who are

low in trait curiosity, it might be appropriate to introduce novelty, '

40 .
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incongruity, and surprise whenever possible, and to use examples and

analogies that match the learner's interests.

Learners who are high in arousal-seeking tendency need more change

and Intensity than is fOun' in most classrooms: They might thrive in

/

learning prAjedts that require.t em to gather information from a lot of

sources, and perform many dif° erent activities Field trips, fast-paced

m'dia presentaCrons, and simulation/games could also be beneficial.

Finally, the measure of state curiosity described below could be a

very useful tool. We can rarely teach all there is to know about a

-given topic in the time w\- have available. In many cases it would be

desirable for learners to leave the instructional setting still curious

about what they have learned, so that they will continue to learn more

about the topic on their own.440en con

J
inui curiosity is an important

objective, a measure'of state curiosity -can be ed.in the formative

vi

evaluation of instruction. If the instructional material or presentation

i4
fails to arouse state curiosity, revision is called for.

Curiosity can be a powerful force in education. The following

measures can help you make more effective use of it.

3.4 Measures of_ Curiosity and 'Arousal-Seeking
.;

The titles of ten'measures of curiosity and arousal-seeking and their
,/

appropriate ag4.groups are listed in Figure 3. They are dismissed in the

following pages.

J

111
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jCuriosity
i

, .

Age Level

Curiosity Adjective Checklist Kindergarten -*Grade 2

Cognitive Orientation Questionnaire
of Curiosity

StUdent BehaviOr Profile

Maws' About Myself Scale `

Pre -, Post-,4,Retest Technique

State Curiosity Scale

Stale of Academic Curiosity

Arousal-Seeking

Children's Stimulus Seeking Scale

Arousing Seeking Tpndency Scale

Sensation Seeking Scale

4 - 8 years

Grade 1 - Grade 3

) Grade 4 - Grade 6

Middle School to Adult

High SchoOl to Adult'

HigH(School & College

Grad - Grade

High SchdOl Adult

Adults

Figure,3. Ten measures of 'Curiosity and arousal-seeking.

V

1. Curiosity Ajective Checklist

Authors: Robert Hogan and Ellen Greenberger

Description: This is a rating scale for use by teachers to rate

children from kindergarten to second grade. The c cklist

consists of 40 adjectives which the teacher checks of if they

describe the child. Twenty of the adjeetives indicate the

presence of curiosity (e.g>l,active, adventurous, curious,

enthusiastic), 10 reflect Cialities antithetical to curiosity

(apathetic, dull, fearful, meek), and 10 aretsocial desirability

5
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adjectives used as a check on rater bias. This list has a

split-half. reliability of .90 and was found to relate signifi

cantly with another curiosity measure- (Student Behnvfor Profile),

and with,the children's preference for incongruoUs pictures.

When used by one teacher, the checklist can give rank order

data on curiosity within one clagsroom. If several raters

)
observe each child and the ratings are averaged; th checklist

. provides a better estimate of the child's curiosity,
a

Reference: Hogan.&.Greenberger`, 1969.

,SoUrce: Hogan & Greenberger, 1969.
.

2. Cognitive Orientation Questionnaire of Curiosity (COQC)

Authors: Shula i and Hans Kreitler

Description:

,

4

is a measure of norms, goals, and beliefs about

curiosity. Designed for use with children from 4 toA,years
.

old, there are separate forms for boys and girls. The measure

is given orally and consists of descriptions of situations and

questions about' those situations. Children's answers are

scored as being pro-euriosity7anti-curiosity, or indeterminate.

Four scores are calcUlated (norms, general beliefs, beliefs

about self, and goals), and these determine a profile and a

cognitive orientation score. The COQC subscales have reliabili-

ties between
3
.79 and .93 and ave shown a test-retest reliabili-

ty of .91. There is also substarktial validational evidence as

the cognitive orientation score was a successful vpredictor of

20 different behaviors which reflected curiosity.

**,

I I.
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References.: Kreitler & Kreitler, 1976; Kreitler, Kreitler, and

Zigler, 1974. x.

t.-

Source: Shulamith Kreitler, Department of'nYchology, Tel Aviv

Unive#, Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv, Israel.

Sttident Profile (SBPi

Author: Elle enberger

Description: The SBP a rating scale.for use by teachers with,

children in the-firse, d, and third grades. It has 35

items, of which 14 are directed a curiosity, 13 at achievement

mdtiva,tion, and 8.are fillers. Teachers-rate the childrenalo5pg
.

. .

0."
.
_

.

. a 9-point-scale with bi-Wbfar statements at each
0.
end (e.g.,

-

"Interested' in people dif rent fL himself,". "Not interested
,e.

in people different from mself"). -The interval consistency

of the curiosity scale was .93, but there is no data on inter-

rater reliability.' Support for the profile' 'validity comes

from a high correlation with .an adjective checklist of curiosity:

There was also a fairly strong correlation with grades which may

-mean either that curiosity was welComed and rewarded by the

teachers studied, or'that teacher ratings of curiosity were

contaminated by their perception of the children's ability.

Reference: Greenberger, 1969.

Source: Gteenb rger: 1969.

Or
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A. Maws' About Myself Sc#1e

_ Authors: W. H. Maw and E. W. Maw

Description: The About Myself Scale is a self-report questionnaire

:

)

suitable-for children in grades four through six. It is one of ;

the more successful measures developed in a.large exploratory

study NAW & Maw, 1964):. The 41 items describe' different.

A

behaviors related tO curiosity.to.which children respond

"!never,","stimetimes," "often," or "always." Sample items

include: "I like to.e ore strange places," "I question

things that I read or see," "I keeil my hands clean,'' "I like.

to find out how things work.". There, are different response

weightings for different itgms, so hand scoring is likely, to

be tedious. The meaSure has a reported split-half reliability

of. 91 and wgs,able'ta'discriminate between high and low
'-':4 ...

.,

. *4f
. .

curiosity groups. with'an.accuracy significant at the ;005
..-

level. ,

Reference: Maw & Maw 1968,
.

SoUrcei3Olaw-& Mae, 1968.

"-

5. Pre,, Post-, Retest.TeChnique

Author: E. B. Little and J. W. Creaser

Description; This4 is a measurement technique -rather ttian'a specific
0-

. .

instromenz. -1,,n an introductdry biolozy-cdurse, Little and

Greaser gave a multiple choice test containing recognition-

type items on the first day of class. The same items were

scattered through the course final exam. A year later, students

were retested on the same If ems. The assumption was that if

r"""..,..
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student got an item wrong on the first two tests, but got

it right a year later, then curiosity was a't work. A curiosity

score derived this way was shown to be related toachievement

inmath, science and vocabulary; as are other curiosity.

/measures. Use of this technique requires some caution, and

the authors Atscribe hoW they controlled for biases tot due to

.curiosity. This method has theSdvantag of being easily

introduced into a'school setting without students feeling that

41

they are experimental subjects. Disadvantages are the time

delay between pretest and. retst and the lack of certainty

about the technique's validity.
,

Reference: Little & Creaser, 1968.

Source: Little & Creaser, 1968.

6. State Curiosity Scale

?Author: Barbara L. Leherissey

Description: This seems to be the only pencil and paper measure of

state curiosity.availablt. It is appropriate for people of

high school age end older and consists of 20 items such as

. the following: "The material I learntd was very interesting.
OS

3

to me," "I woufd.enjoy reading more about this subject material,"

"I would like to see some of the points in the material expanded.."
. . .

Responses to ch item go-from "not ataln.to "very much so"

Zin four steRs. This measure is use& to determine how much

curiosity was aroused by some instructibnal materials. It was

,
.

eloped for.use with.computee aided instruction but should

-
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be applicable to any medium of instruction, Its reliability

is reportedly in-the high)eightie§, and there is some support

for its validity.

Reference: .1.eherissey, 1971:

Source: Leherissey, 1971'.

7. Scale of Academic Curiosity

Authors: Derek C. Vidler and V. E. Karan

Description: As the title indicates, s measure is especial'
. ,

relevant to educational settings. It. is made up of 80 true

false items such as "I like to look up new words in the

diql.opary," "When L hear about a new subject I like to find

out more about it," "I read little outside school unless I

have to.r The test 'Can be.,used.with.students from grade 8 to

adults. The split-half. reliability in one study was .87, and

.
the scale has been shown to be related to measures of reading

ability an4 creativity. It has. a low positive correlation

with CPA. A recent study (Vidler & Rawan, 1975) found five

.weak factors in the instrument, suggesting that the scale is
.

measuring mont than one construct. The authors-are.working on

refinements of the measure; but even in its present form it

appears useful.

i References: Vidbler & Rawan, 1974, 1975; Vidler & Karan, 1975.
. ..

-

Source: Derek C. Vidler, Box 1661, Hunte<College, 'GOY, 'New York,

NY 10,021.

57
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8. Children's Stimulus Seeking Scale

Authors: R.-A. Hicks, S. L. Decker, andiJ. C. Stagnaro

Description: This is a measure of willingness to seek stimulation,

4-

or what Berlyne terms diversive curiosity. Geared to children

in grades 4, 5, and 6, it contains 39 true-false items like

the following: "I like to go explo4Ihg,"("I like to. ride my

bike with no hands," "I get embarrassed when geople sing

Happy Birthday to me." It has a tesE-retest reliability over
,

six weeks of .831.nd was found to 'correlate signi *cently with

r?teacher ratings of stimulug seeking and.With a nov lty prefer-

ence task. It is scored b, y adding up the number of stimulus \

seeking responses; so _,scor0f---range. friiist 0 to 39.

,Reference: Hicks & Dockstader, 1968.

Source: Dr. AObert'A.. Hicks, Psychology Department, San. Rise State.

Univdtsii.y, San Jose, CA .95192.,. , .

9. Aroual Seeking Tendency Scale

AtrAors: A. Mehrabian and J. A. Russell,

1'

Description: Like the Sensation Seeking Scale, this Atsure is .

"related to diu,e'rsivecuriosity, i.e. , the tendency to seek .out

novelty or strongly sensual experiences and thereby avoid

boredom. There 'are 40 items in the instrument, with responses

ranging across a 9-point agree-disagree scale. The items fall

into,five different factors:

1) Arousal froMchange.; Sample iter "I like to go

omewhere different nearly eve; dAy."
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Arousal from unusual' stimuli: "Designseor patterns

should be boldrand exciting."

Arousal from risk: "I sometimes like to do things

that are a little frightening."

4) Arousal from sensuality: "I like to run thfough

heaps of fallen leaves. I I

5) -Arousal from new environments.; "I would be content

live in the same town for the rest of my life."

The Arousal. Seeking Tendency Scale is appropriate for use with

people oL high school age and older. It has been found to

have a split-half reliability of .90 and a test-retest reliabil-

ity of .88, thus showing internal consistency and stability

er time. The scale hag been found to be positively related

extraversion, afiliative tendency, and trait arousal, and

....negativelyCrelated to measures of anxiety and neuroticism.

ferences: Mehrabian-& Russell, 1973, 1974;. Mehrabian, 1977.

'Source: The measure appears in'Appendix C of Mehrabian & Russell,

1974.

10. 'Sensation Seeking Scale ($SS)

Author. Marvin Zuckerman

iaQ

Description:, The first version of the,SSS contained 34 items and

was developed in 1964 A second version (Form IV) which

appeared in .1971 had been expanded to 72 items: The instrument

.

1S used with adults and requires that" ne choose between pairs
.......)

,

,.,

Of sentences (e.g., A. I prefer friends who.are excitingly .

unpredictable; B. prefer fr nds who' are reliable and

n

53
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predictable). The instrument gives a general SS 'score as well

as scores.on four lattors: TiI1 and Adventure Seeking,

Experience seeking, Disinhibiiion, and Boredom Susceptibility;

It has scale re-liabilities in-the seventies and eighties, and

SSS scores re correlated with measures of need for change,
'IL

thrill seeking, achievement motivation, and attitude tow rd

psycWelic drugs. A.fewpf.the itemsialready seeff d't
., .

...t.----

(For example, "I like to see men Wearing beards," 71 wo d

k1c;like to make friends in some of the 'far out' grolips li

artists and hippies.") An advantage of this instrument is he

large number of studies that have been cond cted with it.'

Norms are available in the manual. --)j

References: Zuckerman, Kolin,Pice,k & Zoob2,(1964; Zuckerman, 1971,

1978; Blankstein, Dante & Donaldson, 1976.

.\
Source: The earlier version can be found i /its.entirety in

Zuckerman et al., 1964. nsation s
?

7

.second veision, but not the alternatives, are listed in

g choices of the

Zuckerman-, 1971. Ftr a complete,deseription of Form IV,

write for the Manual and research rdport for the Sensation

Seeking Scale (SSS) (1975), Department of Psychology, University

of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 19711. The manual is also availa-

ble in microfiche in the ETS test collectton as No. 007004.

*c...
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4. ANXIETY

4.1 What Is Anxiety?

`.

ti

f ,

r

Anxlety can take many forms: trembling, a nervous feeling in the

pit f the stomach, sweating, feelings of apprehensibn, and 4dance of

certain situations. These are easily recognized as aspect

however, when we try to describe anxiety in more abstraCtie

is disagritient on what, the definition should include and w

boriderlines between fear, stress, and anxiety should be dra

purposes of discussion in this chapter, we shall defineanxiet

as an unpleasant feeling resulting from a perceivea threat in

envflonment.

One source of problems in definingieg-understanding anxiety is

ythat the concept is almost too large to beuseful. Whr we use the word

loosely, we invite ionfusidn and vagueness, and we get no closer to

being able to do anythinl for the anxious learner. There are,' however,
.

several dimensions along which the id a of anxiety can be broken-down

into more manageable pieces. Th se dimensions might be exiiressed as

queptions: How durable is

. help or.hia0er performance?

iety Haw generalized is it? Does it
40

>
The qudstion of how d rable-anxiety is-once agailksuggests the

; difference between traits and states. A trait is a lasting characteristic

of an individual; a.state is a temporary condition. People who possess

high"trait anxiety are more likely to become anxious in stressful situ-

ations than those who ad low in trait In other words, they

are-more likely to experiqiace state anxiety,, temporary fluctuation in
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anxiety level. Anyone can experience state anxiety in a given. situation

tegardless of how anxious the individ4a1 is in general.

41%

i How generalized is a person's anxiety? This is anothe useful
k

dimension for making distinctions. Some people become anxious in 4ide
6

range of.different situations: they worry about their health, about

failing) about having to speak to a large group, about having an accident,

and about stepping on snakes. Others are relaxed about almost every ling'

)
but become extrdmely nervous in a particultr setting, 'Such as dating or "

doing mathematics. We should be careful to distinguish between generalized

anxiety and situation-specific anxiety. Notice the difference between

this diriens&I and the one discusged in the previous paragraph:, states

and-trai

2

have more to do with the person; generality aud.specificity

7°

relate to the environment.

Finally, we can ask whether anxiety is helpful or hurtful. Most of the

'research on anxiety has implicitly assumed that performance always 'deter'-

4
orates when anxiety is high. Alpert and Haber (1960), however, wanted to

be Eible to distinguish between people who are aided by stress, and those

who'ardn't. This led them'to develop the Achievement Anxiety Test, which

r.

is unlike other measures because it makes this distinction. Many people

wyk.hest under the p.tessure of deadlines or testing situationp; for

them, the anxiety felt is facilitating. Many other.eople do not do well

in such situations, and for them the effect is debilitating.

4.2 What Do We Know,. About Anxiety?

Research on anxiety in school settings has been widely carried out

. -

and reported; particularly since the early,.1950's when pencil and paper

measures of anxiety became availlpible and schoOls began to feel the effects
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of the postwar baby boom. Social scientists rarely state their findings

as certainties because alternative explanations lurk within every study

conducted. The statements below represent some generalizations that have

received a fair degree of support, but.should be taken with a small to

medium-sized grain of salt. Unless otherwise specified, the anxiety
I. '

referred to is generalized trait anxiety.

1. Thereis a negative refationship_hetween anxiety and self-

esteem in "01,4)!dren. High anxiety, (11A) children see theN mselves

as less able and less adventurous 'than do children low in

anxiety.

2. HA children are less curious, and HA adults score lower on

measures of sensation-seeking. ,

3. Children high' in anxiety daydream more often.' Perhaps because

they see more things in the environment as threatening, they

tend to retreat inward where things are more under their

control and where success experiences can be imagined. ,"

Just as HA'children have lbw opinions of'themselves, so do

their classmates. A number of studies have found HA childretl,,,--

be less popular and more isolated from their peers.

5: Classroom observatiolis suggest a relationship between test

anxiety and certath behaviors1 at least for boys:' HA boys

in one study were characterized,As hiding their emotions,

, having difficulty in EoiMunication, atd noted for submissive-
,.

3

ness, caution, lack of ambition, underachievement, under-

aCtivity, lack of attention, and,lack of responsibility.

6. Interviews with parents indicate tha7 fathers of'HA children

view, them as less mature and re1.4ed, and, more dependent.
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Mothers of the game children did not see ,them: as any different

from low anxiety children, but there is some evidence that the

mothers in the studr.veren't being totally candid 4ith the

interviewers_ or with themselves.

7. There is a low negative relation between IQ and both general

and test anxiety among children. Some, and possibly all, of

this relationship may be due to the debilitating effect of

anxiety during the intelligence test-taking Situation.

8. Measures of anAiety are negatively related to school perform-
. .

ance as indicated by grade point average. Specific,measures

of anxiety in academiC settings are much better predictors of

grades than general measures of anxiety.

9. There id a complex relationship between anxiety and learning.

Although the majority of the evidence points too a negative
4

relationship between anxiety and performance, there are times

when anxiety, can aid in learning. This is paiticularly true
,,

for simple easks'like memorizing multiplication tables or

catechism questions. For higher-order tasks like writing

poetry or working a geometry problem, a state of anxiety is

likely to limit performance.
1

For more details on th e and other.findings,
)

rto excellent reviews by Hansen (177), Gaudry and Spislberger

the reader is-,directed.

Splelberger jet al: (1972).

4.3. What an The Practitioner Do About Anxiety?

There are at least three broad approaches that might be taken in

(1971), ands

cases where Anxiety seems to be getting in the way of learning: .

ri

A
;
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1) Lower the anxiety level of the individual.

2) -Decreasg the effects of ankiety on learning by teaching

compensatory skills...

3) Restructure th {environment to be less threatenfng.

Lowering anxiety in many cases no longer requires years of psycho-
.

therapy. There are proven techniques based on behavioristic principles

which are becoming more and more widely available. One of these is

'osystemaLc desensitization. A,basic assumption underlying the technique

lb that you can't be relaxed anc anxious .at the same time, s the first

./4:7
orpr of business-is to teach people to relax. This takes(severl

sessions and involves progressive muscle relaxation and guided imagery.

Once stud?nts have learned to become relaxed at will, they are directed

--

ito visualize an event or scene that is slightly anxiety-provokng_to them.

Iitils causes some anxiety, they counter it with relaxation techniques

until they can picture the event without biicoming nervous. Then they do

thesame thing again for something that is'slightly more anxiety- provoking.

They continue tyis proces's all th way to the top of an anxiety hierarchy,
*

I

until they can remain, relaxed while imagining what Used to be their worst
._

fear.

There are many variations'of this0;t:Sie.technique. Edie (1971)

describes a procedure called Anxiety Maugement Training which has been
. .

shown effective in treating generalized,a4lety1 Morin (1972) provides

.
a very readable account of a group desensitization program used with

..

a_.,_college students. School psychOlogistS and university counseling/dent-era

4,--"-- _is ,, 4,. , :
can provide such Services, and teachers andl4her practitioners shoy.d be

_ ..,. ,:::,4:*r

041

:,

aware of their istence.
-!..-:?4, '..

1.

c
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A second approach is not to treat the anxiety .directly but to,iro-

vide the student with skills to minimize the effect of anxiety on learn-

ing adthool performance. Sieber (1969) proposed that high anxiety

debilitates memory and that this is one of the
4
principle causes of poor

4

.performance on tests. To compensate for this effect, teachers and

designers can provide mnenonics, outlines, diagram's, and other forms of

memory support, anti can teach students how to create these supports for
f .

themselves.
# .

Restructuring the environment Eo be less threatening IS the approach
.

that is closest to the domain clf the instructional designer. WhatiS

threatening about a learning situation? It provides the opportunity to

fail, and ?ighly anxious learners take this as a threat to their Self-

esteem. An Appropriate learning environment for the HAtlearner-would,

minimize e number of failure experiencts, maximize success and feelings

of mast , diminish time pressures, anallow-errors--when they do

occur--to be private rather.than public.

PrIpgrammed instruction (PI) and eomputer-aided instruction (CAI)
4

have, been suggested as media which fit this description. The student

can move at his or her own pace; errors are known onfy to the stUdent

and are corrected immediately,'and emphasis is On reaching mastery in

gradual steps. Several studies conducted with both PI and CAI have

found them effective in cancelling out the effects of anxiety: on learning.

Other teaching techniques which approximate a non - threatening, environment

should also be effective and should be tried.

What can a practitioner do with measures of anxiety? Some uses

)-
have already beep suggested. Once highly anxious students have been

identified, the)rcan be referred to counseling, -givpn memory suppOrts,
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or placed in as non-threatening a learning environment as is practically

possible. Some

specific uses.

of the' measures. to be described below suggesp other

,

The AS-State scale of the State -Trai-Anxiety-Inventory, .

for example, could be used by a teacher in ordinary classroom setti ng

to get a feel for which behaviors and tech iques raise or'lower state

anxiety. Instructional designers co uld also use the s ale during the

process of formative evaluation to insure that learning materials are

not anxiety-produng. duct(tional evaluators might use the A-State

scale for both formative and summative evaluation of instructional

, materials, methods, and programs.

Subscales on .the School Anxiety Questionnaire could be used by the

elementary1or high scfiool teacher to identifysspecific aspects of sch9o1=

',

ing whIch are stressful'to.the in viduals; that.information could be
- . t

used in counseling the student or to alter the student's environplent.

Specific measuqs like the scales on math, writing, or teachinganxiety
.

4can also be used in ,thiS manner.

The scales described' below have been chosen because they have adequate

reliability and validity, and they are easy to.administer and score. The

creative practitioner can think of many other ways to use them to improve

learning.

4.4,.Measures of Anxiety
4,

'4Nine measureS,of anxiety are now reviewed. The names of the scales

and their appropriate age cohorts are summarized inygure 4.

d.
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General measures of anxiety Age level

General Anxiety Scale'for Children
r

Grades 1 to .9

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory High - College

Taylor Manifest y. Scale

General academic anxiety measures

Test Anxiety Scale for Children

School-Anxiety Questionnaire

Achievement Anxiety,Test

'Specific academic anxiety measures'

Writing Apprehension Measure

Nethematics Anxiety Rating Scale

- Teaching Anxiety Scale

High - College

las.

Grades 1 to 9-

.

Grades '4 to 12

College

High - College-

Colle6
, .

Preservice & '

inservice teachers
- A

Fipure 4., Nine measures of anxiety.

1. General Anxiety Scale for ''Children (GASC)
p

Authors: Seymour Sarason et al. 1

,

DesCription: As ipdicated b); the title, this is a measure of
.. 4

anxiety as experienced in abroad range of settings. It is

4it_

designed for use with children:.tromgrades 1 to 9 and is given

orally; usually in conjunction .with the Test Anxiety Scale for
.

!

_Children., The GASC contains 45 items of which'll are used; to

determine how honestly the child is responding. Among the.34

*

anxiety items are: "Are u afraid of things like slakes?"
ti



.ssf,

"When you are away from home, do you worry about what might
w

be happening at home?" "Do you worry that you might 'get hurt in

an accident?" Children respond to. these questions .with a yes

or no. There are some indications that the GASC,has lower

reliability for very young school cldren, but its)validity

,ie 'supported by low negative rtlations between the GASC and
V.

measure f IQ and achievement and by positive correlations

with the TEst Anxiety Scale for Children. It has been found

that gir1s,scord higher than boys on both'tbi G1SC and the

TASC, particularly the .former.

:Reference: Sarason et al., 1960..

"Source: Sarason- et'al., 1960.
Se 4C,, :

State-, Trait Anxiety Inventory-(STAI)

Authors,: dharles D','Spielberger, R. L. Gorsuch, and R. E. lusherie

Description: The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory is regarded as one'

of the most carefully developed instruments availlable for

measuring anxiety. Spielberger has,been a leading proponent
4

of the need for distinguishing between state and trait anxiety,

and the STAI_gives eparate scores for each. The A-State scale

copsists of 20 items. which ask the subjects how they feel at a

particular molilent in time. Typical items are: "I feel calm,"

"I am ten$," and "I feel over-excited and rattled." - Responses

'

a

are made 'on a 4- =point scale with these categories:, "not at all,"

"somewhat," "moderately so," "very much so." The A-Trait scale

also consists of 20 items which, in contrast, ask people how

they generally feel. Sample items'are: "I feel pleasant;"
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"I become tense and uket when I think about my pi-esent

concerns," and "I am a steady 'person." Response options aret

"almost never4 "sometimes," "often," and "almost always,:11.,An-j/

advantage of the STAI is that the A-State scale can-be given

several times CO measure fluctuations in anxiety caused by
, .

different situations. The STAI is relidbie and aS great

.i
deal of validational support. It has- proven usefuldn such

varied settin p as athletic compeEitiona (Klavora,..1975) and

cemputerasi ed instruction(01Ndik-et al.; 1969).

References: -Klavora, -1975;: O'Neil, .Spielberger, & Hansen,' 1969.

Source: Spielberier; Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970.

3. Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale MAS)'

Author: Janet Taylor

Description: This is one of the earliest and most durable measures

developed forthe study of'ankiety.- Based On. Spence's drive

* c

ihe y, it is built around 50 true-felse items taken from the

,

ry. The MAS is aMinnesota Multiphasic Personality Invento

f 4' measure of trait anxiety, as can be seen

items which include such phrasewas
;

"hardly evr." Pe4ople arp asked to

in the wording of the

"ch*,." "usually," and

indicate a general tendency

to experience anxiety rathei- than feelings
7 ,

.0 .,
. .

Oh icular:time.., The'tiA is internally

fairly high test-rte e6t stability der

reliability o? .81 over.a period'of 9

of its validity found, as expected, that

of.enxiety at a

coesistent and has a.

time, as shown by .a

o 17 months: One test

group of psychiatriC;

patients had a much highernxiety score.othan'a group of
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-

* normal sUbjedis., Researc ers using the MAS have found that

'those storing low in anxiety perform better.at complex learning.

tasks tban high anxiety subjects, while the reverse is true for

simple tasks:

Reference:, Taylor, 1953.

Source: Taylor, 1953.

,

4. Test Anxiety Scale for Children (TAS)

,r

Authors: SeyMoUrSarason et al.

Description: The TASC,was developed Tor use with children from the
n

first grade to the nin6th. It consists of 30 items which are

read to the children, who respond-by circling either "yes" or

"no." Three of the items are: "Do you sometw es dream'at

night. that other boys and girls iniyoilr class can do things

that you cannot do?" "When you are Laing a,test, does the

hand 'YOu write -with shake a little?" "While, you are on. your

way to school,-do you Somitimes worry that the teacher-may give

- 2

the class a'test-,;v: The. validity of the TASC has received

support from a variety of 'studies:- One cross-cultural study

compared British and'Americv children on both general anxiety

and test anxiety. Because of the_British emphasis on testing

and streaming children by ability, it was expected that British

children would be 'higher on text anxiety than their American

counterparts. This proved to re the case, although there was

no significant difi- ence in general anxiety between the two
-

:grOups. Like oth'er anxiety measures, the TASC is nega-

2

tively related to school grades. In ptactite it has proven to
"."" 41,

'be a better predictor of grades for boys than-'for girls.

,
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et al.,'1960.

Source: Sarason et al., 1960.

5. School A

(4.

y Questionnaire (Si) p

Authors: James A. Dunn and'John R. Bergan

Description: This measure can be used with children and adolescents

-1*

If= grades 4 to 12. Unlike many other general Measures of

academic or test anxiety, the SAQ gives separate scores for

five diffeent dimensions of anxiety: those having to do with

report cards, failure; tests, achievement, and. recitation.

Being able to distinguish among these different sources of

anxiety can-make thiS a useful tool for diagnosing and treat-

ing school. anxiety. An example item from the Report Card

Anxiety scale is:' "How nervous do you feel when you start to

look at your report card?" Students respond on a 5-point

scale, rgOing from "frequently" to "seldom" or "a lot" to "not

much." The SAQ subscale reliabilities range from .69 to .91,

and score's have been found to be related to teacher behavior

,y
and academic achievement.

111

References: Bergan, 1968; Dunn, 1968, 1969.

.

Source: James A. Dunn; American Institute forllesearch, P. 0. Box
,

1113, Palo Alto, CA 94302.

A

'6. Achievement Anxiety Test (AA's)

Authors: Richard Alpert and. Ralph Haber

Description: Most other measures of anxiety assume, implicitly at

least, that anxiety always lowerstproductivity. The authors

ti



of the AAT wanted to distingdish between.peop,le ciq were

hindered by anxiety aod Bose
. who were helped. The AAT thus

contains two sepirate scales for facilitative (AATJ-) and debili-

lft g (AAT--) anxiety. Each item in the measure is followed by

a 5-point SeAle.with various phrases at each end point., Sample
4

items from the AAT+ scale are "I work most effectively under

pressure, as when the task is very important," "Nervousness

while taking a-test helps me to do better." The items on_the

AAT- scale are more similar to those of other test anxiety

measures: "The more important the examination, the less well

I seem to do," "[n a course where I have been doing roriy, my

fear of a bad grade cuts down my efficiency." The reliabilities

of both scales are in the eighties, and a test-retest reliability

over 8 months was 'found to be .76, indicating that the-AAT

measures a fairly stable trait. While the.two scaleSare not

independent, their intercorrelation is far frm perfect, aver-

aging around -.37. This, indicated that although the two' types..

Ot anxietyare related, they aredistinct e ough to merit,

separate examination, Thetvalidity of the.AA1/7: supported

by significant corre'ations with other anxiety measures, and

the AAT,adds significantly .to the ability to predict academic

grades from aptitude measures. The AAT is a useful measure

for a college student population:

Reference: Alpert & Haber, 1960.

Source: Alpert & Haber, 1960.
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7. Writing Apprehension Measure.

Authors: John A. Daly and Michael D. Miller

4

Description: 'This 26-item measure would seem to be appropriate for

uge,with high .school and college stu' and with adults..."

Half of the items are statements indicative of anxiety about

writing; the others ,indicate a lack of anxipy: Students

respond to each statement on a 5-point agree-disagree scale.

Scoring. by hand is simple and fast.. For use outside of a.

classroom situation the authors reco'mm'end dropping six items
-

and giv a revised scoring formula for this case. Sample

items clude: "I avoid writing," "My mind goes blank when I*

start to work on a composition,", "People §eem to enjoy what I
4

write." The measure is reliable; the,split-half .reliahility

is .94 and the test - retest reliabilAy over,a week"is report-

edly .92. The only evidence of validity is a negative corre

lation Vtth.responses to the statement, "The writing require-

'
ments'-of-my job are very great.'; It was assumed that those

'1, g'

who are
lr
high in apprehension about writing would avoid jobs'

with writing responsibilities. The items have at least face

validity, and the authors recommend use of the measure to

identify groups of-students who may require special handling.

Reference: Daly & Miller, 1975.

Source: Daly & Miller, 1975.
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Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS)

Authors: Frank Richardson andRichard Suinn

Description: The MARS consists of 98 brief descriptions of poten-

tially stressful situations involving the manipulation q num-

bers or other.mathematical concepts. (For example, "Adding

two 3-digit numbers while someone looks over your shoulder.")

Students respond by indicating the degree'to which they would

feel anxious in this situation, ranging from 1:'(not aV all

anxious)- to .5 (very much anxious). The measure is stable
et.

j.

over time, showing a.test-retest tenability of.I.85, and

a7V
internally consistent 4Ith a Cronbach"s alpha of .97... This

however, be expected, due to the extreme length of the

)J.

would,

measure. Evidence for the validity of the MARS is .provided

by a dec'rease in MARS scores after students undenient behav-

lora" therapy.for. math anxiety. There was also a strong nega-

tivecOrrelation (-.64) between scores on the MARS and a

. ,

matheinatics performance 'easure given underf-xiished,circum-

stances. This. indicates that the MARS is a useful measure of%

mathematics anxiy, a common problem among college studenis.

- The authors suggest that the MARS can be used in diagnosing

individealsi in assessngthe:Wfy.ctiveness of math anxiety
P

''Itreatment programs', and in developing an anxid3iy hierarchy.
.

ffor an individual student.
IN

Reference: RiChardson & Suinn, 1972:

SOurce: Richard Suinn, Department,of Psychology,

University, Fort Collins", CO 80521.:

r1 r

Coloradd State
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9. Teaching Anxiety Scale (TCHAS)

Author: Jane S. Parsons

Description: There are two equivalent forms of the TCHAS designe4
0

for preservice teaching interns, and three,other versions

geared to intet .vice teachers The various fords have between
.

6;-

25 and 29 items, and responses are Made along a 5-point scale

indikal&g._how;d6Iten a given statement is true (1 = never,

5 = always) : Sample statements include: "Ifeelsure. I can

be a good teacher,"'"I'feel uncomfortable when.I speak before

'a group." Internal consistency of the measure has ranged

between .87 and .94, and stability over a 3-day period

evidenced by a test-retest reliability, of' .95. Thai TCHAS has

is

low.positive correlations with other?measures of ge eral

anxiety, indicating, that it measures, something relate
.

trait anxiety but alto distinct from it. :There was a signifi-
-kw

cant difference in TCHAS scores between,groups of teachers who

4

were identified by their supervisors as being high or low in1

teaching anxiety. Evidence'for lialiditTis also provided by
it

thb.fact,that TCUA8 scores were found to decreese oVer time
-

.

during a teacher training period. Tile author does: of recom-
z °

mend `use of the TCHAS to select, diagqose, or eValuate,indivi-
110 .. 'I&

s.

dual teachers because she feels the instrument is not'yet suffi-

.
*

ciently,develoPed. She does sugggst its use 'for research
4

.1,

purposes* however, and to evaluate the ffects'of programs

4e.

that ai °to decrease anxi.ety or increase cop i g skills1. Some

informal ;set of the'TC S.are also outlined, e.g:, as a
A
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counseling tool.
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Preservice teacher; and their supervising.

staff can go over a. blank or comple TCHAS form together to

inpoint individual strengths and, weukne es.

.Refer'endes: Parsons, 197.16; 1973b.

. §ource: ParSons, 1973a, 1973b.

I

.d

I
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f. 4
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4
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5. GENERAL ACADEMIC MOTIVATION

5.L What Is Academic Motivation?

If we wanted to discuss academiyperformance in the simplept possible

we might consider ito be a product'of two things: 'effort and

ability. Of course, such a model'would be grossly overstMOlified, but

i would serve to clarify the concept of academic motivation...affort,

r motivation, is the,end resUlt di a'com-4 '41tc
... ,

combination of intangible p
,-----7

variables and processes within the individual and the environment. Aca-

demic motivation is an umbrsellit concept- h covers those aspects of a

t ,
I

. person' other than ability rich'determinethe person's performance:in an

academic Aetting.

Some of the single Variables which form academic motivation are dis-

cussed in separatechapters of this guide: attitudes, needs, curiosity,
; .

anxiety, Values,,and expectancieS.. 'Researchers usually:deal with one or

two. of thesk variables at atime in their studies because oR the'need"to

control the,effects of variabies.tha are,not of interest. Practitioners,
- .

on the other hand, are mare concer ed with finding akawers to fairly'.

straightforward questions which jo not require strict adherence to the

ionscientific methdd. For them, globalmeasures of academic on can .

sometimes be of use.
\

Two types of academic motivation measAes Should be diseinguished.1C,

dr,

score that represents ,the amount of effort anThe first provides asingle

ual is likely to put into academic-work. Four of the.six measures

desc ibed'in this chapter are of this type. -A.single-score motivation.

measure provides a simple answer,to thequestion, "How motivated is ihi-s

'petson?"

5,
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/
A. second type, of measure gives, scores on a number of separate

1

t'

armlike coTlec-dimensions of academic motivation. To some extent, the

,Cions of single-motive sclles. Two examples of this(typ f measure are

described in this chapter:. the Children's Preference, Orientationand .

Motive Scales, and the Academit Motivations, Inventory
,

'The multiple-scale type of 'measure doe; not provide a simple answer

tq the question.ofhow motivated a perSon is, but it does give a more'

useful seyOf answers for some purposes. If a Practitioner's intent is

,..Eco try to increase the academ c motivation of individdal leainers, it

does not help,a great deal to now that a certain student Tot a low score

on'a single-score measure of academic motivation. Knowing only that th

-,student is'not motivated does fiot indicate in any way,what should be done

about it. Aultipp-scale,measure, in Contrast, provides a profile of

different aspects of motivation, and this ismore likely to suggest

7--
strategies for change.

5.2 How Can General Academic Motivation, Measures Be Used?

r. 1. As a first step towardsdiagnosis. As discussed above,'a

. . - ' . .,1 -

single-score academic motivation measure only tells how
...

4

2.

likely an individual-4s to work hard at schbol. 'If time

.resources are severelylimited, a. general measure might be

used to identify those students with the lowest motivation,el

. ?,

scores, villo wenild then undergomore intensive diagnOsi and
.

counseling.

TO `assess `the impact Of different kinds ofNucational environ-

merits and methods.- Are children in open.schoolS more motivated

.

than.those.in traditional sc4 Does,a curse in.study,skills
` .

,
.
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or a. series 'of pep elks have any impact on motivation?

general measures Might help to answer questions like these.
1

3. To predidt academic failure and attrition. Most of the general

measuret in this chapter have beewsuCcessful at identifying
- .

.

i ...

students' who were headed for academic trouble. Early warfil.ng

1
of 41ch problems-increases ortunitieS for doing. something

.
.

spout them.<

4.. To equalize groupffnr.educational research. A researcher

testing the effects Of-some,new teachiOg,technique-and cord

paring it' to another method' wbuld want to be sure that the two
,/ Y,/

different grofpg being taught were equal in ability and motiva-

) 8. - -,
tion. ,Without such assurance he/she couldn't be sure that a

.

4:

I

difference:in achievement betWeen the two groups was due to

-

the diffe'rence in

1'

teaching technique.- There are many experi-

mental and statistical techniques for making two ,groups equiva-

lent. /General measures 6f motivation might be used for such

d.

, .

4

purpsea.

--7A '' re thorough conceptual review of academic motivation, see

the excell work by,DolaqCI Zen (1.9.7.8)..*

., \

i /
5.3 Mqa§ures of General pademic Motivation

/ix measures of general academic motivation e now reviewed. The

-
,lOf the measures and their appropriate age cohorts are summarized

in Figure 5.

Io

- 'r-
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.700;.rhildren's Preference, Orientation
.and Motive Scales
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1

Junior Index of Motivation

School Motivation Test

Keele Academic Motivation Questionnaire

Myers Scale.of Academic Motivation

Academic Motivations Inventory

Age level'

8 ;HI.-5 years

12 to 18 yearg

Junior &: Senior High'

12 to 16 years

High School, College Freshmen

,College

Figure 5. Six, Measures cif. general- academic motivation.

f

0

Chcldren'is Preference 'Orientation and . Motiv. scales

%

Authors:. Daniel /olomon, Arthur Kendall, and-Mark Oberlander'

Descr,iption; This is a battery of instruments develOped as part

.

of an extensive study of4school environments and their inter-!

aCtion with characteristics-of students. Six of the measures
. .

given to students Were designed especially fors' study:

(A) Persop 1:expression vs. structured role orienfatipn,

(B) Fear of failure, (C) Intrinsic motivation, (D) Clasaz,
. ,

characteNstics pref erences, :(E) .Locus of instigation,-..and
4 '

(F) Task-preference generality-specificity.

-'\
r The first measure 'estimates the"child's preference for

structured situations,a,Opposed
1F

less structured situations

that allow fir more personalexpreasionl It contains forced

1 .
.

choiceitemg such Ashy wdUld.rather (a) "follow Plans in

building a model from"a kit, r:,(b);deSign and build something .
.

from scraps ro tillowood
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. .

The far of failure scale consists of 10 items.' For
'

.

example: ,"I would rather (a) try to do a job. that's very hard,

op, (b) try to do a job that's,fair1 hard.1/. The irittinsic
. .

.

, a

motivation scale measures the degree En which the Child sees
. . 1 ,..

.

I
. value in doing things for their own sake as opposed to doing ,

them for some external rewai,d. An example of the items in%

.this scale) "Mary is practicing the piano: Why? .(a) Her

piano teacher.is Pleased with her., (b) She wants tO;learn
4

t67play It Well,"

The class characteristics.p'reference Ihstrument
-

the child's preference for,open vs. traditional ofassrooms.
. .

n

Sample Item: "I wolifemost like a class where (a) the
- , ,t

teacher gives kids' help they need,' (b) kids spe6a a lot

of time ;helping each other, (c) theteactier does; most of the
- .

o

helping but kids dosome, too." ,'
,

The measukiel -of lacLisi,As. tigaton gauges the e to

. , % .
..-

,extent
--,

.

' which the childfeels respOnSiblefor initiating hisr:er het:

own actions versulltaving'someone else initiate them.: This
.

is .

ism very close to.decharms ''conce,Rtthe pawn-grigin dimen--

ForTexampie; 'then I work hard, t0 learn som4hing,it

-

is s-usually because (WI Was asked fo and agreed, (b) I can!,t

pion.

'think of
is

anything- else 'tondo, 00 I was toldlto or had too
..,

to.'} The sixth measure taps, the' degree to whith

the child's liking'of Achievement situations is generalized-.

across manytasks as opposed to a speceficlew.

The authors claim that it can be used. with'Ghildren. from

,

8 to-15 years old,,fhough'it would 'seem that some ebanges in
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-4 -.
.

wording Might-be nec*sary for the older students in: that

range. Thise group' of measures covers sever.po' ant aspects -
.

ii_ ,A1,:--
of motivation. Unlike single-score measures_ of a emic motive-

. . .

tion, it gives a PrOfile which mig1t be helpful in diagnosing

motivational-problems. The reliabilitiesof the scales (gen-

erally around .60) are too. low for use with.individuals, but
1, i

as a grqup measure they ,could be of use

0

References: Solomon-&,Kendall; 1974, 1976.

Source: Solomon ,& Kendall; .197.4.

R.

to * classroom teacher.

'Junior, fndex of,Motivation (JIM)

Alithcr: Jack R.. Frymier
1

%

Description: 'The JIM was developed over

beginning id the early sixties':

asked

a period

Experiended

of severtgl, years ,

teachers were

tcyTdentify.students.Who were very high or veryi%lowiin

academic...motivation,. -'These students were given early version's

\ 6*. .
of the JIM and thosejitemsthit failed'tq distinguish betWeen

dropped.' -:/The final version of the JIMthe tWo,'groupa,:were

contains 80 items of .which50'are scoredi''''the TIN is meant
a

* .

Foruse With Alsdenta between 12 Ad 18 years old., Sa0pl.e

items 'idr.eldde:.1)nr'whole ttoUbleia;that we voirt let. God
°

.,112.41V,

Us."'"*here.ia-nothing new.U4gerthe sun. Students

respond .to each iteM4on'a 4-poinr apt:disdagree,scale.,-Theyi;
, N

that the CluestiOnnaireAts-a'm'easUre of attitudes and

values, rather than academic Motivatiop,4and.they30 extraiteupg.

are-thereiro:.Condeal the teWS purpoSie. 1:The:JIM.haS been
,,,A V. 4 U. .

,. 1 ' 1

'-:shown to be-lairly reliable, and its validity IS Supported U.

114

:-.-P"....*
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studies showing correlations with grad andardized achieve-
/

ment,sdords, and teacher estimates:

tudinai study it .was found that4the JIM stores'A qev4nth

graders who eventually went to college were sig1fintly higher

. . _

than. scores of those who Ad not. As:woUld'ibeeXide:cted
.
with any

D,

general measure of academic motivation, the JIM appears .to be
. . .

measuring many diffl-ent things. A factor analysis (1970)

Showed 15-different factorS, only the first six Of which were

easily interpretable. Still, these are problems endemic to all

obal measures, and of these, the.JIM is ope of the better

developed. J.

References: Frymier, 1970; Frymier et al.', 1975.

,

Source: Frymier ).970. Also available :in the-ETS Test Collection as

test No. 004021.

3: ,School Motivation Test (SMT)

Author: Ivan
/
L. Russell

Description: This Vitem questionnaire takes about 10 minutes to

..

.

,
J.'

adMinister. It is appropriate for students of junior and senior
,

high school age. The test consists of statements,and cidestiOns
,i i 41

.

. . ,
. ,,... .

to which studpnts respond either "yes " .or "no." Sample items o'

include: "DOes failure discourage you fro ying as hard the
,., a .

O

next time?". "Are you Usually on tiNe withwrittem assigAments?"

."Do. you try'to male better'eades than other stUdents ir(your
,

*lass?" The split -,half reliaWity of'the-teStAis reporied

'-be .95, showing an extraordinary degree of i consistencyconsistency.----

X_

scores on the§MT in onestudy*rehigher for a group who" --__
,
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:Volunteerg4 for an-academic type of=contest'thanlor non-
,

. -

volunteers., amt. correlations between the SMT and-Standardized"-

achievementtests were also fairly ;high. Thus there is evidence

of validity and-reliability for te group studied (rural

Appailachian high school students). The SMTimay not necessarily

work as well *ith.other types of students, and:users of the

test should be sure to collect additional Motivation data to

test its validity in their setting.

Reference: Russell'', 1969.

ource%.4.Russell, 1969.

4. Keele Academic Motivation Questionnaire

Authors:- James Hartley, Janet Holt, and.F.. W. Hogarth

Description: This measure was designee to study the effects of

mqtivation ort, learning by programmed instruction. The measure
Nh,

is more unidimensional that, most because items that. weren't

strongly- related to the total score.were eliminated. "There

are'15:Items whidh
)

are answered on a 5-point scale.ranging

.from 7very.true of me;" tbyery untrue of me." Some:of the

- "I enjoy most essona," "I work hard most of,fhe time,"

"I thilk.homework'is a:bore:" The scale can be used with

Students from 12 to 16:..yeats old. Test' - retest reliabilities

! ,

ranged from
,
.53 A5to. ;over .a. lonth period, with a,higher

- ,

"'degree of'Stability for 13. yea '1.01dSth"an 14 y.eat Olds: There
^

was some Support for the validity of the scale, with correlations



with other measures of academic motivation in the .80's:

. American users of the Keele should note that ilk was developed

ytith,a.sample-otHritishschoolch'ildren.

Refe5ences: ,Hartley, Holt, & Hogatth, 1971.

Source: Hartley, Holt, &,Hogarth, 1971.

5. Myers Scale of Achievement-Motivation .

Author: Albert E. Myers tAlbert
- ,

-- ':iiKo..

. _

Des r tion.:- This amazingly short (9-item) scale surprised its .

0-Author with how well it seemed'todwork. It is quick to adtiniso-

ter and score, ,and it 4. was, in one study 'at least, related to.
.

. .,

-

othA measures in the Same way,as.suCh'prOje'itive-measures as

,-
tbe Thematic Apperception Test: Mott of the itemit are

t ..
. .- .!

. .... . .

academically-related
.,.f

.'ForTor examgle:. ."Do you think your fellow
7

4,
..students in high school think of you.as a hard worker?'" "Do

. .
,.

.

you have :a very
v

strong desire-to.ex..1 academically Siudents
. . . .1.

0'
1 -:'.1,-

,:.

indicate the degree to whic he%statement is true pn a 6point
,73

...

. -..; .
-.

. . .. 2!f. . ° %.,'=, ; . r
Iltscale. The scale has,been usesl,w,,_h high.schopl students

-:2 S., .. :

'(Myers, 19,65) and with college_ freshmen (Mcdauslan & S
0

1974). In the lattei- study, the Myers scale.was'a better pre-1

dicor or college mades than the much longer Survey of Study-
,

Habits and Attitudes

4o%

Measure, of" c6urse- .

'here, are disadvantagest6 this

ce it do Qs notgive'subscores of any
A

. :
.

.

kind,.it is not'use(ul for diagngsis and counseling. Th intent

of thescale,is viOlobyi4s,',so sores could easily be aked.

4
,,,

:rhere is also'little evidence that what it measures should be

. -
.,'calI6:1 acadeic'motivatia-,-tklOugh it seems tp work lilCe:Sueh

s
777.0v,
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a measure. With these diawbacks, is intriguing that the

Myers scale works at -all. Using it in conjunction with

,measures is certainly worth the small effort it takes.

References:' Myers, 1965; McCausland & Stewart, 1974.

Source: Myers, 1965.

6. .kcademic.Mbeivations Inventory (AMI)
.

'.
- 4

Authors: ,Kenneth Doyle, Jr: and Ross Moen
Y

-6:14iti

.6,, `:

pt 'on: This instrument, which is undergoing a cyclical
.ri..,

,

ocess of trial and 1Vinement/at the University of Minnesota,
, '

!. '

shows promise of becoming an extrem4ay valdableCinStrument_fdr
( -

sf -

other

ol .k'L

use with college students., Potential uses outlipedsby the

authors include admissions decisions, guidance, adjustment,

curriculum planning,-and'evaldation aRA,iiirovement of instruc-2'.

'tion. The last two areas suggest making changes in the academic
.

environment to better serve the needs,-of students, a strong
Pt', .!

concern of practi,t1oners of Instructional detelopment:

Thd4t-4recently published account Wthe AMI describes
0!!ei a. as

it as tontaintng 75 items cast as statements with students
4

responding*lane. 5-point scaleranging fropi,"
.\47:.;"41''.

,me" tcf"ex*.:y true of me. 'Ai'ator ;RalYq
.

,

all true of

f-the stru-
a

ment4sulted in nine scalesqving'defined: 'Desire for Self'

-^
Improveigent,-Anti-School,',..Desi*.for-Zsteem, Enjoyment of

.4

Learning,'Enjoyment of ASSertive interactions; Resentment
' 4

of

gPoop Teaching, Desire for-Academic Succe Desire fok,:gareer
,,,..

.
, ,,, ... .!. 4

.

Preparation; and Enioyient'Of Passive.interaction. ,-TWititternal-
.

consistency of thegi scales ranges-from-.52 to,A7 with the
441

;majority being over..70.
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The use of Motivations rather thantotivation in. the title

of this measure must be deliberate, since the authors cleary

recognize the multidimensionality 9f what makes students work

in college: The degree of care and rigor going into the

development of the AMI makes it likelfto'

(

come the best

)11general instrument for use with this popula .on.

i(efesences: Doyle & Moen,'1978;,Moen & Doyle, 1977.

41,

Source0ienheth 0. Doyle, Jr., Measurement Services Center,

UniveWty of Minnesor, 9 Clarence Avenue, S. IE.,

-

'4. -Mindeapolis, MN. 55414.

ap

PI

:
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6. MOTIVATION AND ATTITUDE

..ibis section is divided into three parts. The first prIpents a'

brief history of the development of attitude theory with an emphasis on
4

conceptual and methodological problems.. The second summarizes specific

. 7

probleMS related to the measurement.of attitude, and the third suggests.

the wayg0t1TNi,atiltudeYMaberelated-to 7tfiatiOn. Throughout,

emphasis is on, developing a presentation that is both usable andjfnter-

A
table, and suscept e of prect-ical understanding and use without any

-----special background in at ieude theory or measurement. Examples of

attitude scales and technique are used to aid comprehension and faEili-
J

tate application.

4 ,
6.1 -Brief History of the Development of Attitude Theoryl

. ,

In 1967 Gordon Allport, an eikinent.psychologist, wrdte that "the

concept of attitude [was] probably the most distinctive and indispensibie
.

concept inn "contemporary American social psychology" (p. 3). The origins

of attitude theory and research lie within the context.of research in

social psychology, and it is out of that milieu that educatorshaire 4

been,attempting to wrestle same agreement on the natur and Structure of
. r

. -,"1.7% 11

attitude. It has not been an easy task.
j .

,

.
4*.

Like most abstractions, attitude appears to have more.thandtts

proppr sbarltof meanings. The term is derived from the Latin, aptus, .

1.

and denotes ess or aptness like itsAly-form, alititude Like aptitude;.,

%

This seCtion draws heavily from ,phe excellent review and r4searth:
Of4 134qac4 G. McKee (107). ,

4.1

of ,

_ I



..attMude means an abstraction--what some have called a psyCh gical

construct--that takes on its meaningfulness ffn theory rather than in

reality. Consequdttly, many theorists have defined attitude differently.

Note, for example, the ambiguity t t is often associated with replies.'

to questions like, "What do you mean by a. bad attitude ?"

One of the first pdycbologists to use the term was Herbert Spencer

who, in his 1862 edition of First Principles, wrote that in
, 4

arriving at correct judgment on disputed
questions much depends on the attitude of
mind we preserve, while listening to, or
taking part in, the controversy: and for
the preservation of a right attitude it
is needful that we should learn how true
and' yet how untrue, are 40rage human;
beliefs.

The beginnings

inquiries that stressed

prising that tarlOrrep

(Vo . 1, 1, as cited by

,e Allport, '67,-p. 4)

of theory and.r arch on attitude were laboratory

hysiological-correlates.. Thus Mis not

rch on attitude is filled with references

reaction time; percdption, memory, and volition, as well as terms

attitudds, and andenciciokeach, 1968).muscular set, mental and motor

a,;-

By the end of the -19th ce

attitude

based

sur-
.

to

like

r5 some had become disenamoured witth.

research because it haLI.been. fairly widely agreed that attitude

4'phenomenel tO startitiith and thuaWficult, if.notwas an un nscious

ible., to understand apd Tent fy. 'It was SAgmund,:Freud who resur-
..., . . "":-

'interest in,attitudes.'_Allport argues thatFredd "endowed them
. . 1

4I
with ,Iiitality, identifying &in with IOnging, hatred and:ldVe', 'with

Aw, --,

.. ,

passiod and prejUdice, in short, withghe onrushing stream of-unconsomps
Is4

.
($,,,

et-- . $ ; .. , At,'
aif" (Allport167, p 5) -", %0

*.-0 ,.--

nof

At. ,
..lAtt. ., ;1 .

,` . * .

While the

psyaoanalysts

% -*

''.

works of:Fie were xev.ivinCintefebt In littittites4or.,

antsAychologists! ix!ocias
°.

(1918Y
a
Were doing

ear

Y.
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SO

the,same thing for sqciologists. In their classic and moving work on. the

Polish peasant, Thomas and Zaniecki are generally credited'igith haven "

given systematic priority to the concept of attitude. After the pu 'a-
.

tion of their work, the term attitude was adopted withenthusiasm by

scores of writers (Allpoit,1967). Yet according to Rokea ch,a principal

theorist in his own'right, it was not until the.1940's and the publica-
,

tions of Erich Fromm's Escape From Freedom (1941) that the relevance of

social attitudes to persdhality theory,became recognized (Rokeach, 1968).

In a fine summary of the current state of affairs-in the develbpment

71.

and meanin&of attitude theory and research, MartirvFishbein and I. Ajzen
-17

rae!,-/ r

(1945) argue that part of the ambiguity may be the result of the, diverse
g

circumstances in which attitude has been used 'as'.both a descriptive and

a predictive variable. .Social discrimibation, voting preferences and

4
behavior, product preference in consumer studies% brand loyalty, and

'

.0) bfand images have, 'ali been objects around which measures of attitude have

been employed in order'to predict an outcome of importance, i.e., voting

4 -.
for a particular candidate or buying Er specific product.

..e . 0: 0 . %" Iii partial reaction againsl the lack of conceptualliclariiy and, . .- e- .
' 1 .

empfilAal definition that has often typified research on atbitude,.some,
. .-

researchers have advocated the\abandonment of the term altogether. .In.
0 -

1947, for example,
,

Dobb argued that whIle attitude may be a. socially
,

). .

. .

useful construct it has no Systematic status as a scientific congstruct,.

and hence should be replaced with:constructs from learnin' theory.
. .,

_ . . ...
I .- .

%

A . .

Blurrier '(1. 5) alqo recommendedthat the,cOnceptbe-!abandoned because %t'
7, .. 1

..
- '... v

lacft'e ,an'eripirical re rence and ,hence cannot be us effeavglir as a.
b

"
. .. ,- T

:.. . .

=.4044116f analysis: in thgr'134z's
.

"Jr o
.-1: 1.N

(lUtder, ,o19 r, .pi'af.
.

s

.*.

:kc 4.81, ."actichL inyestAgations
....-\, .- 404 et. . ,:,. ..-1 '.'.-,.. :. .4

f.
.,..: . .

I... -,-i',.
,.

'

,
1
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Dobb and Blumer, howev r re in .11e minority,ondas Rokeach said,

.

-

"It is `safe to preditt`that the oT attitude willt resptte its
,

ambiguity, remain with v -tor many year ,." (Rgkeath, 1.g48) 1):, 111)

,tv
-Summarizing this state_of affairs, Kee (1977) cOtpluded,.

Most researchers have come to a loose understanding
of the definitidn of attitude. Fishbein and Ajzen
(1975) say 'most investigators-would- probably agree .

that attitudL-can be described as a learned predisposi-
tion to respond in a consistently favorable or unfavor-
able manner with respect to a given subject' (p. 6).
Consensus on a description or definition of attitude,
howev.er,_does not eliminate the existing disagreements
among attitude researchers. Consensus merely obscures
the disagreements by proViding a description with
multiple interpretations (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).
Attitude is defined according to. Rokeach (1968) as
'a relatiNiely enduring organization of beliefs around
an object or situation predisposing one to respond in
some preferential manner' (p. 1I2).

I .

No matter the theorist or context of the reheareh (cf. the reviews

by Campbell, 1963; Greenwald, 1968), definitions of attitude character7

4

istically contain the following terms, although they may be themselves

variously defined ana differentially Weighted: (1) a4earned disposition

or predisposition, (2) to respond, (3) consistently, (4) in a favorable

or unfavorable manner, (5) to a.giVen social object, (6) in interaction

with other situational or disbositional variables. -Given this definition,

we turn now-to,problems associated-with measuring. attitude.

6.2 Problems in Measuring Attitude

'To say that.attitudes are "predispositions" is to say that they

cannot be measured directly. As was suggested inthe.discusSion of
. !

psychological construCts, since atticdes are
I/ abstractions they mustA6

,.

.
._.. .

.

measuredjndirestly.. However, ftom.a, behavioral pbint of.view; it'd.s
,

.... ,,-
reasonable to.ask how it is that. certain responses appear to-,be paired

. . --,;-%

:a.

S

47'

I
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\ ..

, .

_
. ' PI.-

\ 4i , -0-
1 )..

, *

go con. sisi. gh /y with p art iculir stimuli; as,An stimulu-respOnse condi,
, . - .- - ": .

4 ic.1'., .< - ''' -. ) : \
..t,igni-ni. -AC-coardring to 174shbilih- and Ajzen, 41975); "attitude theorists
` \ ..-N

appear to be( inyerdstedArt h?w implicit, ey.aAtative .response trecome ,... '

.

.1. . *- b
, 1-;. . s: 0 . 4.*

,

. - ic . - ... iassocla iatediwith' a given stimulus .object"' (p. '25) .
. .

., ..,

To explain this relatio ;.Mi tonlRokeachhas argued his theory of

belief congruence. Simply stated, the theory contends that people tend

to act support and ,mainbain their beliefs, that they tend more often than

upe't 0,,aeree with others whom they pereeive as peaple who'share their

'"

beliefgrand that

who aigagree with them. Attitudes, to Rokeach, are an enduring system of.

beliefs ahou't an object or situation. He argues further that since dilit

tudes have both cognitive and affective camponents, there are both knowigg

and feeling. aspects &attitude. rflandis (1971) argues further that

attitude needs .to include behavioral components in addition to the Cogni-
'

they tend more Often than not to disagr e with-litetqaduals,

tive and _affective. Thus ,, his conceptUalization is even more inclusive

than Rokeach's. 4

Efforts- to measure attitude
Itt

have ranged from-galva6nic skin response
_

reading& Ap paper andtiencil iftsruments that require response to both

pictorial and verbal stimuli. Most popular has been the paper and 'pencil

.

response toy verbal stimuli. 'C'entral to this measurement effort has been
". .

a question about the prope'r configuratign of an attitude. 19 attktUde

to be understood, asOokeach has suggested, as.a predisposition. toespond

in a positive or negative fashion and' thus modeled as a straight line as'

4 4

in' the following example?

0 .

93.

a
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7
Or is attitude to.beeonceptualized as a multifaceted construdt that

includes more than One comennItt?

Good

Passive

Weak

MY ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL

Strong

Active

o

Bad

is

In tile second example, a person's attitUde would be-understood as a
, . --,!,

P described by scores on all three continua rather than on a si le
.

. *

. In this case, an attitude score is a.point enscribed in a 3-d

.

i sional space defined by \e bipolar' terms that anchor the-ends of the
\

.a

lines'(cf. Osgood; Suci,& Tannenbaum, 1957). Single line"or monotonic

conceptions of attitude have'been developed by Guttman (1947). .Non-.

nonorionic theories haVe,been.argued by Thurstone(1927),ALikert (1932),

'and Osgood, Suei, & Tsnnenbau(1957).. The difference betweene two

is simple. 411,

In.the;first instance; a monotonic Scale means that, through careful

,

Selection, a group of attitude items will be constructed such that a

0. ,
.

q ? c

person who possesses.a positive attitude toward a given object or class
4 a .

of objecaiwi11 predictably'respond to all o i a giyen numbe;r of the items

I
a.

Nr.
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in a favorable direction. On the other hand, i,n a Likert scale, or what
i

is to popularly understood as a 5-point-."strengly agree.--stiongly dis-
ID

. .:,

agrec,scale, it is not assumed that because a person agreed with one

item, that he or,she will also agree. with the next item. Likert scales.

Y, are nonmonotonic, 'as is the sefl..10 c differential (:f. Osgood, Suci, &

.; A
so: is differential is also multidimensional;Jannenbaujil,'1957). 13tii the'se.._

# .

in that there are three dimensions ratheethan one that describe verbal.-_,
"F. : ' . - ,

meaningh Called evaluation,:pOtency, and activity, these three dimensions
..-..

Name been shown, time and again, to correlate with nonmonotonic 114asdis),

of attitude, but the strorigett relationships have consistently been with
_,..

the evaluative dimension.'
\ . . 4 -..

.
.11e w ork of .Osgood, Suci,& Tannenbaum (1957) centers on ani-instrument
Abo

. . ,

called the:semantic differential.! Essentially,.this is \measurement
f

-1-
,

deyite that uses teviously tested (already used) bipolar-scales.. such as
_ / ,

.-,

"good- bad" define a 3-dimensional space. Semantic di,fferentiaIs
. .

',z
4. .

-

. ...ei,

have the virtue Oatrelnedeceptivel; easy to construct and also of posses-,

I

sing wide applicability to, anpnumber of attitude,objects. With reference

to the 1957 worit,-bipcilar Scales tan .be carefully chOpeil ihit will repre-
--s

sent,all:three (evaluation,-.potency, and4Ctivity) dimension§ Or the

'instrument oln be constructedtotal* from - evaluative scales, such as
,

.

"good 4ad,"1"nidit-awful," "sweet7sour."

For example, in order to use the\Semantic 'differential to wasure
OL

.

students' attitudes `toward a co!arse_trT had just comple,ted in English,

- ",4 11: ; ' '

an instrument suchas th&one'suggested in Figure 6 might be constructed.

. .

The'"Xlemade by students on the bipolar scales would be translated,
;

AP 1

into numbers according to the legend beneath responses: (This:legeed

has been inseited for. the purpose of- clarification bUtdoes nat appear in

.0



Good . X -Bad
.._

J
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.
THIS COURSE- IN-tNGLISH

t.

.11

AwfUl

-73 )."4-1 +2-
-

Sweet 0 . Sou

tg

Nice P

+3

U3leasart

ArthiFafle
-C.

+2 i +I.

. I.

0 I .71 ". to- -2
X

-3 s.' 1 . o I +1 I +2 ° +3
Pleasant

WorthlessX 0

+1 1 1 .f -3#
-.-Jack' s Score '(X's). = +l0; divided. try nuthier of scales .-!- .:=

Z . 4

Sally's Score,*(0 6) divided by number -of. b.cafes (5) = 72;

Asd reporteVas:

Post'lve

ATTITUDF, TOWARD "THIS COURSE TN...:
s... 1-i',

Stiltly I ._4 Jack "".. I.

+3 I +A +1 I

. - I
k3

NegatiVilit

!

, '0 i'u . _ ,-
Fikute 6. Exainple of evaluative -scales fros semantic_ dif. f ereqkal used

q.' tea; meaauke attitude ''shOwing wg ghting and scoring, for. ' .

individuals.4' .- 1 . ,

ordinary use of the insitrument.i) Con§ider th g respoones as su,g)gested, ' ^ixkip:
AA-

in. Eigure 6,.. Jack' s responses as indicated- by% "X' s "aiid ,i4a11.1y19 as .indi4ated
., , : * .!, , ... ''.. .. ..

.
by "0's" Would lie added Algebraically to. diff4entstota",ls: '.a011'e'secire .

would total +2

on scbres.like these taken ,over an entire

or 10/5, and
.
Sall 's score viouldttital -2 or -10/5. Based ,

that r.epreSent
, . .

the group' can be 'devgloped

class, a'-c4stributioroof scores
:

4-.:
from which 'wej. caii 'dete-rittine- the

,
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students with positive and negative attitudes through .a comparison of

their scores.- However, it is not possible to claim that Jack's score.Or

.
.rattitude is.equally as positive as Mary's score is negative. This is due ,.

to .a problem eidemic,to this type of measurement instrument. Because of
,_.

space limitations, the problem -is not discussed in detail here; for a

full explanation o` the differences between what are called nominal,
:. ..'

interval;, and ratio scales, as they relate te attitude measure-

ment, consult Allen Edwards (1957).

One of the advantages of'the semantic differential is that it can be

easily used with a wide variety' of attitude objects without extensive

development time.''This occurs as long as one is willing to be persuaded

by the evidence reported in Osgoodi Suci,& Tannenbaum (1957) and the

numerous studies that have sprung from that inquiry, 'With careful atten-_

tion'to selection of the bipolar scales to,- :.insure that they are

meaningful when considered over the concept to

differential provides, highly reliable scores.

be measured, the semantic

On the other4liand, the semantid%differiftttial is not the most. popular

attitude measurement teclInique available. That distinction probably

belongs to the Likert.sealeor a Likert-like scale. More commonly recog-

nized as a "strongly agree-strongly,disagree" scale; the Likert is anon

monotonic scale,(the item responses don't predict each other) that can be

used to.measure attitude toward almost any objlect. This type of scale is
o

premised on the belief that attitude is best represented as a positive or-
,

'negative disposition with respectto some-object, andjurther, that the

disposition can be represented by a universe. of descriptive statements

that denote the obje6S when seen from a positive or- negative point of

view.

J
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short statements or complete sentences
j

ect are. generated by theinstroment developer.

1'or others. These statements tie understood to be a salbanLa from the popu-
,,

latioo-of-all meaningful statements - that could' mad t: attitude

object. The statements should be connotative'rather thy: faCtdal so-as

'.to provide opportunity.fOr a'person to agree or disagree. or example,

-in an effort to measure a student's attitude toward a tea=ner, it'would

be unwise to employ an item such as, "This teacher wears JaAses."

response',to this item would be baked on facts r as Rokech

would argue, a set of beliefs. Better to write "This d:elcher is

excellent,1 or "This is an excellent teacher," eve. -''.:cellent teach-

.

e ." The respondent is usually asked to reply or -point sc -le

ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree (c i --1r-s, 1957

t4 ..4deceltf :".m.'..3": 4 r

to guide the construction as well as the selection of

in verbal attitude scales; 14 of these recommendations

Elilwads (1957, pp. 13-14) has developed a list

Figure '7. Final selection of the Items :o be inclix:if.,:

be .guided not only. by Edward's suggestion.ti_ but a_Ls .7-- :le: emplrica_

. -

results,of careful pilot testing of the instrument. Theso r, -- lltJ: shauld

gslir'.be analyzed.according to conventional item analysis proce E,f, _ad sho4d

investigate the discriminability' of each of the items

should indicate those items that tell the people

(defined-as low scores, for example) apart from those

attitudes (defined as high. Scores)(see Fi 8)..

i.e., the analysis

Tics:aim" _.mtitudes

peonit-oath negative

The work of. Louis L: Thurstone (1927) :las proc-.:zed at- Least three

methods for..measuring attitude: Thesemethcds include pa:L1-7-i.:± caparisons,

equal appearinvintervals, and .successive intervals. Comm= to 11 three
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Avoid statements that refer t st rather than the Tr. -eat.

avoid stat em== that are factual or capable of being ineerpreted as
factual.

Avoid statmuie=s that may be interpreted n more than.one Wa77.
]

Avoid stat.,,,lats that are irrelevant -fo =he psycholOgical Pb !sect

under cons feration.

Avoid stat
or no one.

1t3 that are t.: be erdcrsed by almost everyone

6. Selec= stasirdts that are believed to cover the entire rang =_ of
7ne cale of interest.

e_ep cne ...age of the statements clear, ,and direct.

..31.-aten=7 s!-:-.11d .be short, rarely exceec..Ing 20 words.

s...077int should contain onl7 one cLupietE thought.

-ff als such as all, always, never.

(7_

,W77:1E 5-- -:ply, just, merely ...sbould be used Withcare-and,
n j, -.Triting.statements -_

4.2." Tkr-ae,.-ar ible, statements sh(A,,..d be fn the form of simple,

410t0F_
s ii:- .E-2 than compound or 'tompl.ex sentences.

....... Avid _he ..7: words that may n: ;e Lierstood.

4
, . ,..

-, ' Avoid the u f double negative..

- Figure Fourt--,en suggestions on the constApiction and choice of ite
for i.7_:lusion in-verbal attit...ide scales (Edwards, 1957,

4
pp. :3 -14).

,ethos is the use of expert judges who rate -1r categorize the ems

intenced for inclusion in the attitude scale. 1zems on which judges tend

7.0 disagree widely are usually discarded fro Ultimat y, a numerical

-alue indicating the importance of the item-- example, he average judge

rating--is then attached to each of the items These ite s are, henmsed:

/
/ /

to give scdres to peopie:mhci respond to the itzt.o.urnent.
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Strou4,1y

Agree
Agree Disavnee Strongly

Disagree

This.- teacher is excellent.
7

2

2. This: teacher is well prepared. X 0

2

3. This -_eac =r gives good examples, X-
1

4. This -.-ea::-!er gets confused. o
4 3 2 1 ,

5. This ignores mE,. :0 *.

4 1

This - :her asks-importa=
ques X 0

2 3

J.ack!s Sc: = 11.

S. = 21.

And reporte

'ATTITUDE TOW!':RD MY TEACHER

Jack (11) C

Posf:ive Neutral
(6; .(15)

Sally (21).1

Negative
(24) :

Figu re S. Exams a of instrument to
a teaner',showing we_ghting of tespons

asure "atitudefoward
and scoring for..
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Dillehay, Bruvoldi Siegel (1967) used the method of equal appear-

ing intervals to develop a sale to measure the potabiLity of water

(see Figure 9). Subjects were asked' to take a. drink of water and then

to- select: the three words from the li-Sted adjectives that-best-described

the water., Individual scores-are computed by simply 'taking the arithmetic

mean of the eights that correspond to the three terms selected. This

type of'measurement permits us to rank people and say that one person is

more posit,ive about an object than is another; however, the equal appear-

ang intervals technique does not permit us to say that the distance,

between people's scores'is the same. throughout the entire score distri-

bution.

Scale Value

1.24
1.78
2.11
2.46
3.14
3.54
4.25

5 5

.26

7.94
B.63
9.19
9.45

10.0 p

10.5V

/ylgure

Adigctive'

horrible
-unfit
bad
undesirable
poor
inferior
below par
can be tolerated
passable
OK
likable
tasty'

desiiable
enjoyable
delightful
delicious.

Scale values as employed in an equal' appearing intervals ,

scale to measure the potability ofwater (Dillehay, ruvold,
&rSieger, 1967).
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measuring 'attitude can be g
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- that have been described for

three classes: ordered scal.,:-.=s.

agreement scales, andsema-...ic_ 6LffelTentials. Ordered scales inclu_ _= all

three of thosedevelOped C Mur,, ne as well as the monotonic seal

techniques of Lou s GuttMam k 1941., AgreeMent scales include 7-172

entire range:otnoctficat , as Likert scales, and the semirnti.z

differen-mial stands in a c,r-t-

1978).

Efforts to meaallie at*_

specific educational .comze-
-1

useful 'sources that,actl_a: v

- instances, summarize or e-

perform. Central among

and Wrigtta (1967); Dowd

SiMOn.and'i5oyer (1974);

One newly developed

the Adiective.RatingScal

=

to measure the course or

high schools and college:.-

The 'adjectives are rated

"somewhat," to "ndt at
\

td.rs frequehtly used by.

completed. The Adjectiy

itself (Henerson, Morris, &Fitz Aron,

are believed to be important in

There are, however, several

Clr attitude scales and also, in some

;_E-e evidence describing how the measures

scouric_,s for amtitude measures /are: Shaw

ShaVeir(1973);Lst .L969); Robinson and

(1975).

f educationally related titudes

al., 1976). The inst ument, desiwned

-ar-iianted attitude of students in both

adjectives in .a unipolar:forma,

u,v4

ds114--

Te students to,describe courses they her _5,4/7

in SCale is a nonmonotonic device that repr.-ts

4-point scale-from "extremely,"

-a...'tertas .were selected frOm banked

a total score amd five sIzz. _caes--Inferest Value, Emotional Appeal, Pract..--
, .

cal.Value,. Dullness, atIC Dit:'_culty.: The..instrument can be *hand score:. any

has performed well in seven! oublisherritudies as both a predictor an- a



criterion measure (Hubbard, 197,4; Kelly et al., 1976; > 11y & -Chapman,

1977; C.:legman, 1975; McKee, 1977)

6.3 MeaF.7ares of Attit 1de Toward Educa'tion and Instr_

This pre= ats three measures of attitud :ard education

and inst.7-1_ct measure is summarized and revi4ed briefly. The

.titles anc.: rrc; _to* age cohorts for each Measure ar-pear i Figure 10.

The reader. ac d hat there are a great number 0± measures of

attitude low.:ar-. !cal:Lion and diScrete aspepts of it, e.g.; teachers,

school prac:::.: 2oL izas, programs. The ;array that 7-Mows is meant
.W1

be suggeszivs some of the better measures availablfor practitioner

use. We io n _ clai- that it is e=ther ethaustive or comprehensive, but

it is illus!--,civs. Readers-re irinEa wider search a-e referred to

d to
1

in the owilg `section.source mater is and reviews refer'

Title

Education :ale VII

The Purdue eacher Opinionnaire

Adjective Scale

A t grnur

Gra s Stui44-nts1

Teachers

High School and aboVe

,

Figure 10., .7-ee measuresNoattitu toward various aspects of education.
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Education Scal, 111

Description: struTent is _esigned fir use with adult

graduate s 11.1.nrs and is ava_lahle in ooth a short and a long

form (ES-V: This is a mu_eifactor instrument that reports

two scores. ---)gressivfsm and traditionalism. There is some

evidence of Actorial valiclIty and reliability, but the

.measure strcrig :o be used with individuals.. It

should be to esti.mnte --ow-scores, It is a fort4d

choice measure that employs _i-ems suat as: "We should fit

the curricm to the zhild =Id not the child to the curriculum,"

"Learning _xpe7imen_:a1; :ne child should be taught to test

alternazi -=,efore acc?.pti::. any of them."

Reference: Doi:.' West, 1969.

Source: Fred." N. ilerlinger, Amsterdam Weeperplein 8, AmsterdamC,

Netherlands.

2. The Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire JTTO)

Description: This instrument measures teachermorale And 'reports

a total score and 10,part scores such as Rapport with.Princi-

.

pal, Teacher Salary., Used effectively with both elementary
.60

'and secondary teachers,, the instrument reports normative data

for over.3,000 teachers. Taking approximately 25 to 30 minutes-

'to administer, TPTO's'10 scales show reliabilities between .62

a and .88. Some validation:s /evidence is available as well as

an alternate form.

Reference: Dowd & West, 1969.

Source: University Book Store, 360 State Street, West Lafayette, IN

47906 or Ralph Bentley and.Avesno M. Rempel, 4urdue University.
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3. Adjective Ratin. Scale (ARS).

Description: This multifactor instrument measures the

attitude of high school and college studenls toward

courses, and academic programs. It is composed of 24

adjectives that college'students frequently use to

describe -3es they have just completed. It emplOys a

4-point ranging from !'extremely" to "not at all."

In previous studies the'ARS has demonstrated acceptable,

internal consistency estimated by Cronbach's alpha (,70

.85) as well as stability over time. Ireports five

subscales: Interest'Value, Emotional Appeal, Practical_

Value, D...ilness, and Difficulty. he ARS has been

effeetiv_ y used with -both high school and. college

at:_dents to predict achievement and retention.,

eferences: -_ubbard, 1975; Kelly et 4., 1976; Kelly & Chapman,

1979; McKee, 1577. '

urce: 'rd F Kelly, 150.'Marskall Street, 117 Huntington
<4

Hal, Syracuse, New York 13210.
i

o

6.4. Relating Attitude to Motivation

How are attitude and'motivaton related? When classroom teachersr
say, "Peter just doesn't have a positive attitude," are they baying the

.

same thing as the other 'Leachers who say, 'Peter lacks motivation"?

If we were able to increase a student's motivation, would we also 1

increase attitude (positively or n egatively) toward the object under

study or towardsthe.activity of studying it? Lastly, if a person enters

an experience with a high positive attitude as well as high motivation,
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to what extent are we able to track and effect changes is either one of

these constructs? Reviews of available literature reported above suggest

that complete answers to these questions are not currently available.

However, there has been-a beginning and a directibn indicalted for

further research: Given that motivation is understood within the context

of- social learning"theory, the question becomes, to what extent are there

theories of attitude which contribute to the explanation and definition

of attitude Within-the context of expectancy .and value theory? Transi-

tion from the theory of motivation`presented earlier and the several

theories of attitude summarized in this section resides the notion

of cognitive consistency as a bridgebetween.attiftude and motivation.

Of all the attitude theorists reviewed, the work of Milton Rokeach
g

and-his principle of Belief Congruence suggests the firmest grounding

for an examination of. the-relationships between attitude and motivation.

As McKee (1977) wrote:

Rokeach asserts that we tend to value a given belief,
subsystem, or system of belief in proportion to its
degree of congruence withour ownbelief system,, and

, 4 further, that we tend to. value people in proportion
ro,the degreeto which they exhibit beliefs or systems
oheliefs congruent xSi_t, our own. Attitudes, under,
the Principle of Belief9dbrigruence, are, an .enduring

'

o(ganization...centered around an object or situation.
Attitudes have cognitive and affective properties by
virtue of the fact that the several beliefs comprising
attitudes havg cognitive and affective prop)ertiesthat
interact and reinforce one another (Op. 23-24).

1

The cognitive properties of attitude encompass belAefs, values and

knowledges while the affective components entald feplings and emotions.

People carry belfefs, values, and .knowledgeaboUt objects, and these

attitudes can be influenced in predictable ways. To say that a person

1

is motivated is to'claim a state of affairs that is best described by

L
4
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several other factors. These factors, the informing characteristics-of

motivation, are level of arousal, expectancy of success and failure,

goals (values, beliefs), and satisfaction.

...

Cognitive consistency theory argues that differences in level of

expectation On any of the above mentioned. characteristics, with the-...

possible-exception of arousal,° will result in an dffort to-minimize or

eradicate the discrepancy between that which is self - believed' and what,

appears to exist in the environment.

In simpler language the example runs:

Peter was really up.for t e race. He had practiced hard
and based on previous r es, he had every expectation
that he was a faster miler than his competition. Winning
would be neat, b}it.putting the gold on the mantle would
even be-better. What would they Coach say? Probably
something like "Nice going" and that would be a lot for.
him, old stiched lips. But then, one way'or the other,
Peter really liked to run, more than that, he liked to
compete. MoSt of all, he enjoyed winning. Running in
the open mile was worth'doing. It was honest and straight
out. It wasn't like school at all.

a

Nt.lorking through this little vignette, 'rewritten int¢ the parlance of

motivation and attitude theory, the story runs. something like this:
r-

The"idea of running -the mile was a stimulys tiat was
arousing for Peter. He was exsited about the prospect.
Based on his previous performances and on the feedb
he had received, he believed that his probability o
success was'quite high. He believed that he would win.
Accomplishing the win would be reinforcing in and of
itsplf,but putting the medal on the mantle would be a
source Of satisfaction that would exceed even the
racing victory.: Peter believed that running and
winning therace were valuable goals to achieve.

4 .

Peter didn't win the rate, He won a bronze, not a gold
metal.: His attitude tRward running the.mile was extreme-

. ly positiVe, but his attitude toward this particular race
was negative. Peter was still potivaied to practice, to
try again to win, and get old tight lips to say Something --
reinforcing. His expectancy for success had dropped some-
what, and furthermore, he was not very satisfied withoihe'
reward he had received for all his'traiiiing efforts. One

1 .1"I
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4 way or-the other, he still wanted to run and win at
the mile because he still believed that that was
important to do. His 'attitude toward "running the

- mile" was positive. His attitude toward4thisparti7
eular race waSnegative,-but his motivational etate

-as71'...Rroactive.. )

. -

.Attitudes have to do with dispositions that describe beliefs,
.

feelings, and related behaviors. Attitudes have to do with toward -

people have attitudes toward objects._. On-the otherhand, motivat*on has

1mto do with arOuSel,.xectancy, goals
4. .a

li , 4pa sogtisfection from and toward.

* ,A
It is not odd to ask a person*,."What motivates you t o run the mile?" 0n---7

the other hand, it would be unusual to ask, "Whet attitudes you to run'the

mile?" Attitude is generally inderstood aS having- feference towaer"

something-called the attitude object rathe than-as a reference" frbm

something. "Motivation, on the other hand, in both directions, at

I'eas't as suggested by:common jsage and as reinf l!dIty theora

research. People are motivated by something 'something'.

#

motivate is an action term, grammatically an infinitive, atti

forever a noun, a static cOnsideration. Attitude car be altered,

would be unusual to say am going to attitude this person as one

1
Might say, "I am gc,ing to motivate this person." Attitude describes,a

litite of affairs. Motivatio

affairs--being mo ivated--an the process of bringing a person to a eertan
`E.

state6of affairs C process called motivation.
. .

and to motivate describe both a state of
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